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WHO'S GOT LOVE?

Is all really fair in love and
war?
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Rare documentary style seizes audience
By Megan Buscho
News Writer
Audience members sat captivated by
each character, anecdote and quote that
actress, writer and interviewer Anna
Deavere Smith brought to life in the
packed Schneebeck Concert Hall Feb. 4.
As the second lecture in the Susan
Resneck Pierce Lectures in Public Affairs
and the Arts series, Smith's lecture,
"Snapshots: Glimpses of America in
Change," touched on sensitive issues of
race, identity and community, using the
words of interviewees to express the complexity of these topics. With total objectivity, Smith conveyed the depths of these stories and the greater context of these antidotes in American society.
Smith set out to "document the
American character. A person's experience
imprints themselves on their language. I
am interested in the rhythms of the words,
the gaps and the spaces. I put myself in
other people's words," Smith said.
Not afraid to take on controversial subjects, Smith combined her theater and
interviewing skills to create the play
"Twilight: Los Angeles," a compilation of
monologues taken from interviews with
witnesses of the Los Angeles riots following the Rodney King verdict. Letting the
words stand on their own, Smith acts out
the monologues as they were recorded,

creating an innovative theatrical documentary style.
Another work of Smith's also deals with
a volatile and controversial event. Her
play "Fire in the Mirror: Crown Heights,
Brooklyn" explores the 1991 conflict
between Jewish and Black communities in
Crown Heights. Never one to shy away
from social commentary, Smith uses the
words of both sides to delve into issues of
race, violence, communication and community, while staying impartial.
Although the monologues deal with
serious topics, they are also full of humor.
Smith is able to alter the mood from tense
and mournful to outrageous and hilarious
from one story to the next. Each monologue is perceptive and touching;
Creating a variety of characters on
stage, including radio personality Studs
Terkel, Alexis Herman, filmmaker Ken
Burns, the former U.S. secretary of labor,
and former Texas Governor Ann Richards,
Smith recounts powerful moments in each
person's life, presenting a fully developed,
animated and intriguing character.
While presenting these characters,
Smith never lost focus of her message.
"There are a catalogue of images that
encourage us to be suspicious of each
other, frightened of each other. We live in
safe houses of identity. ... Living in these
houses does not teach us how to walk in
each other's shoes," Smith said.
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"I'M

SO COOL" — Susan Resneck Pierce Lecture Series Speaker Anna Deavere Smith

signs copies of her books Feb. 4 in the Rotunda. Smith performed and spoke of the importance of American voices, especially emphasizing the need for us to escape our "safehouses
of identity" and cross the cultural barriers that divide us.
When asked what question she was trying to answer with her work, she replied
with a plethora of questions. "What is the
difference between you and me? How
does it feel to be you? What can I do about

And then there were two
By Jason Ronbeck
Editor in Chief
Less than 10 months after President Susan

See SMITH, page 3

Tuition increases
again, again, again
By Josephine Eckert

S Resneck Pierce's announcement to retire from Puget
Sound, the Presidential Search Committee has
announced two final candidates between which the
Board of Trustees will soon make a final decision.
Ronald Thomas, current vice president at Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn., and Tori Haring-Smith,
current vice president for educational affairs at
II 'Willamette University in Salem, Ore., have been
selected as the two best applicants to serve as the
University's next president.
Thomas received his master's and doctorate
degrees in English and American Literature from
Brandeis University. He has since taught English at
the University of Chicago, Harvard University and
I Trinity College, where he went on to chair the
English Department and become vice president.
Haring-Smith attended the University of Illinois
in Urbana, Ill., where she received her doctorate and
wrote a dissertation titled "'The Taming of the
Shrew:' A Stage History." She has taught at the
University of Illinois, Brown University, where she
IF worked in both the English and Theatre Arts departments, and the American University in Cairo, where
she was chairperson of the Department of
Performing and Visual Arts. From 1999-2001 she
was the executive director of the Watson
Foundation, which rewards students from a number
of universities, including UPS, with summer
k research grants. She then went to Willamette, where
she was dean of the College of Liberal Arts and then
vice president for educational affairs.
Both candidates have been published frequently,
with Thomas writing about topics such as
"Detective Fiction and the Rise of Forensic Science"
and "The Legacy of Victorian Spectacle: The Map of

the fact that you are over there and I am
over here?"
Smith offered advice to students on

Assistant News Editor
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PICK ME! — Presidential Candidate Tori Harding-

Smith presents herself Jan. 30 in the Rotunda.
Harding-Smith is one of the two candidates narrowed
down by the Presidential Search Committee.
Time and the Architecture of Empty Space," and
Haring-Smith publishing a series of monologues
and scenes "For Women By Women."
Deanna Oppenheimer, Chairperson for the
search committee, sent a campus-wide e-mail on
Jan. 28 announcing the names of the candidates in
addition to information on the two open forums
(one for each candidate), which were held on
Tuesday, Jan. 27 and Thursday, Jan. 29.

After examining and discussing issues and proposals, the
Budget Task Force (BTF) has recommended a 5.93 percent
increase in tuition, a 4.23 percent increase in room and board
fees and a $5 per student increase in student government fees.
The combined total increase is 5.57 percent and will bring the
total cost of attending the University to $31,760. This is a $1,675
increase from the cost of attending Puget Sound in 2002-03.
The proposal to increase tuition and room and board was
influenced by external forces that put pressure on the University,
which in the 2002-03 school year, received less revenue and saw
increasing expenditures.
Two of the University's main sources of revenue, the endowment payout and interest earnings, have suffered due to the
national economic environment. With the endowment invested
in the stock market, the value of its payout has significantly
decreased and the reduction of interest rates has lowered the
earnings the University makes on its invested funds.
Increasing expenses are putting pressure on the University.
These include the increasing costs of medical nremiums, benefits
for workers' compensation and unemployment, utility costs,
technology costs and property and liability insurance.
The University is also challenged to provide the faculty and
staff with proper compensation.
"The quality of the education that we provide depends on
people," Vice President for Finance and Administration Karen
Goldstein said. "There is pressure there that we provide competitive salaries for our faculty and staff in order to make sure
that we have the best faculty and staff."
While providing competitive salaries, UPS finds itself forced

See TUITION, page 4
See CANDIDATES, page 4
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Fraternities, sororities rush in new recruits
198 students participate in the week-long
Greek rush, citing fun
and connecting with
people as reasons for
involvement
By Anna Diotte

News Writer
Kicking off Jan. 18, the Greek
Life recruitment process began
and ended smoothly, with
women going through in the first
week back on campus and men
rushing the following week.
Although reactions from the
men and women rushees were
mixed, most seemed positive
overall and pleased.
"I loved it," Jonathan Blum,
freshman and Beta Theta Pi
pledge, said. "It was a lot of fun.
You get to meet a lot of cool guys
in a very short amount of time,
and getting to know the guys in
each house was great."
Men's and women's rushes
differ greatly, with women's
being a much more one-on-one
interaction while men's is more
about bonding through shared
experiences.
A total of 117 women signed
up, and 87 made it through the
process. For women, the first two
days are devoted to small group
visits to all five sororities. During
the following week, houses are
narrowed down so that on day
three the women only visited
three houses.
By the fourth day, or preference, women went to two houses.
The next day, or bid day, each
prospective new member was
offered a bid from one house.

Once this was done, the women
chose whether to accept or
decline their bid.
"I thought it was a great experience;" Nikki Esposito, a freshman pledge to Pi Beta Phi, said.
"It was long and tiresome, but
you got a lot out of it. I learned a
lot about people just talking to
them. It's something you don't do
everyday — talk to them so formally and so in depth."
"Men's recruitment, on the
other hand, brought 81 men,
while 75 finished the process. The
first two days of men's rush were
relatively similar to women's
rush, where smaller groups visit-

ed all four houses. Unlike
women's recruitment, however,
all fraternities stayed open during the week so the prospective
new members had the opportunity to visit at any time.
Each house planned an event
every evening during open week
to attract new members. By
Friday, each prospective recruit
visited two houses. Men's recruitment ended Saturday when bids
were given out and Crossover
began.
Preference for particular soror-

ities, as well as fraternities, can be
overwhelming if one house has
had a particularly good night,
which does make it hard to place
everyone where they want to be.
Sororities, which have a strict
quota of 85 members, may have
to accept a lower amount of
pledges than they would like and
who would have liked them.
Although this can be frustrating for the women, it is the most
unbiased way to keep numbers
even between the five chapters.
This is governed and established
by the National and Campus
Panhellenic Council and the
Interfratemity Council on campus. Nevertheless, everyone generally ended up
where they belonged, especially if they "kept their
options open and maximized opportunities,"
Kathleen Homes, the assistant director for Greek Life,
said.
Blum had many reasons
for deciding to go through
recruitment.
"I knew some guys in the
Greek system," he said. "It
connects you with a lot
more people. When you join
a house, you're suddenly
connected to a lot of guys that
you would never otherwise have
known."
Holmes expressed support for
the Greek system and the opportunities that it afforded the men
and women who pledged.
"(It) keeps people involved
beyond college," she said.
Many of the stereotypes about
Greek life, like the idea that they
breed racism and misogyny, are
easily dispelled when prospective
new members tour the houses.
"I think it shows that there's a
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GIDDY UP — Freshman Erich Schafermeyer saddles up and rides the
mechanical bull outside the fraternity house Beta Theta Pi during Rush
week. The fraternities attracted 81 participants to rush, ending the week
with 75 new pledges. Sororities began rush with a significantly higher
number of 117 and ended the week with 87 women pledges.
large diversity in the house, and
the makeup of the girls shows
that a stereotype isn't the way to
classify a house," Carmen Jones,
senior and Kappa Alpha Theta

Logan Dancey
Asst. Sports Editor
ldancey@ups.edu
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Students conspire for hope
By Colleen Woodrow

News Writer
Beginning with Perspectives
during freshman orientation, students at Puget Sound are given
many opportunities to serve the
campus community and the
greater Tacoma community.
Campus programs, clubs and
organizations continue to promote the value of volunteering
time and services to benefit the
campus and the neighboring
community.
Conspiracy of Hope, a student-initiated organization developed in the fall of 2001, aims to
combine the efforts of the campus
with organizations that function
off campus. The idea is to bring
students,. faculty and staff to
focus on community service that
will benefit the Tacoma community and unite the campus in the
process.
Spearheaded by three commissioners — senior Karli
Winters, junior Darrel Frost and
sophomore Cleo Peterson — and
under the advising of Associate
Director of Student Services
Marta Palmquist-Cady,
Conspiracy of Hope gained
recognition from ASUPS as an
official club in the spring of 2002.
The organization has received
generous financial backing from
ASUPS, support from President
Susan Resneck Pierce and continuous cooperation from numerous
on-campus offices like Student
Development and the Dean of
Students Office.
The cross-campus support has
allowed for the Conspiracy of
Hope commissioners to spend a
year planning one week that promotes community service and
demonstrates the variety of ways
that students can contribute and

how easy and gratifying participating students will find volunteering to be.
Conspiracy of Hope commissioners and supporters have
encountered some struggles during the club's inaugural year.
From fundraising and finances to
finding a way to bring their
vision of a close campus community serving its city, the organization has worked diligently to
overcome obstacles in hopes that
in future years the program can
operate more smoothly and reach
a larger audience.
Conspiracy of Hope has no
religious or political affiliation; a
goal of the organization is to
show that students do not need
an affiliation to provide service to
the community.
"It is not just having the ability to help others around us, but it
is the responsibility for us to use
our resources constructively to
help the disadvantaged in our
community, and in the process
bring together our campus community," Frost said.
The culmination of the year's
work and planning will come on
Feb. 8, when the Conspiracy of
Hope comes to fruition. The week
will kick off with MetroDive, a
spinoff from Urban Plunge during Perspectives, in which students are able to interact with faculty, staff and members of the
community at locations around
Tacoma serving those who are
less fortunate. In the evening following the MetroDive,
Conspiracy of Hope will present
a free carnival at which campus
organizations and clubs will provide information about their
groups.
"Imagine what could happen
if we got the whole campus —
students, faculty and staff — tak-

ing one week out of the year to
help make our community a better place," Winters said. "We
have a lot of potential here at
Puget Sound, and I think once
people understand that,
Conspiracy of Hope will be
huge."
Throughout the week, faculty
from various departments will
speak about how community
service can benefit students academically. A highlight of the
week will be speaker William F.
Schulz, the executive director of
Amnesty International, who will
speak on Wednesday night. It is
hoped that these presentations
will present new ways the campus community can become
involved in service.
The week will showcase UPS
talent at the combined concert of
the Adelphian Concert Choir and
the Christian Brotherhood
Academy on Sunday, Feb. 9. The
week's finale, on Feb. 15, will
include a benefit concert featuring Puget Sound students in theater, dance and song. Proceeds
from the concert will be allocated
to Gateways for Youth and
Families, a local umbrella organization over smaller organizations
in Tacoma.
So, what does Conspiracy of
Hope mean?
"It is a conspiracy in that
everyone is working together
toward the same goal," Frost
said. "We're all working together
to find hope, the benefits that are
found when we work together."
The commissioners intend the
program to start a period of good
relations with the community
and within campus. For more
information check out their Web
site at asups.ups.edu/hope.

Colleen Woodrow is a freshman
majoring in IPE.

know
Puget Sound students know how to party with care.

Conspiracy of Hope Events
Saturday, February 8
— Metrodrive, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
COH Carnival, 5p.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday, February 9
— Habitat for Humanity, "The Global Village," 4 p.m. in
Rotunda
— Adelphian Concert Choir, 7p.m., Kilworth Chapel
Monday, February 10
-- Faculty Presentation: Prof. David Droge, C&TA Interactive
Workshop, "What Are You Going to Do With Your Life?,"
noon, 'Trimble Hall Forum
— COH Celebration Banquet, 6p.m., Rotunda
Tuesday, February 11
— Faculty Presentation: Prof. Matt Warning, Economics,
"Living in the Global Community Fair Trade" 4 p.m., Trimble
Hall Forum
Wednesday, February 12
— COH Lecture: Dr. William E Schub', Executive Director of
Amnesty International USA, Don't Want to Speak English
Anymore: Globalism and the Post-9/11 World," 7 p.m.,
Schneebeck Concert Hall, tree tickets available at Info Center
Thursday, February 13
— Faculty Presentation: Prof. Carolyn Weisz. "The Psychology
of Helping: Research and Its Implications," 4 p.m., Wyatt 109
Friday, February 14
— Vagina Monologues, 7:30 p.m., Kilworth Chapel, $4
Students/S7 General
Saturday, February 15
— COH Benefit Concert, 8p.m., Schneebeck Concert Hall, $5
tickets available at Info Center

Smith

their time spent here at UPS. "Ask your professors to help you find
your question, not your answer. Be interested in something other than
what you know," she said.
The post-lecture book signing gave students an opportunity to converse with Smith and buy her publications. Students seemed to relate
to Smith's message, and reaction to the lecture was positive.
"Anna Deavere Smith is brilliant. I think that her characters on
stage help audiences become engaged in her powerful message. I, for
one, find her very inspirational," freshman Kara Christianson said.
Among other accomplishments, Smith is the author of "Talk to Me:
Listening Between the Lines," a book based on her time spent in
Washington, D.C. with former President Clinton. As well as having
distinguished herself as an important American writer, she has also
appeared in ABC's "The Practice," NBC's "The West Wing" and the
films "The American President," "Dave" and "Philadelphia."

Megan Buscho is a freshman majoring in Politics and Government.

Your

Based on 300 Puget Sound students' responses to a
randomly mailed survey (Spring 2002)
1 drink = one 12 oz. beer,
4-5 oz. wine, or 1 oz. hard liquor
Know The Logger alcohol policy

You can win $5.00 if a CHWS representative
sees this poster on your door
Questions?
Want to get involved?
Call Counseling, Health and Wellness
Services @ 879-1567

would catl for assistance
if concerned that a
friend might be
suffering from alcohot
poisoning

Continued from page 1

House too small? Too
large? Don't legit get you
down. Getting into the
perfect home for your
lifestyle may be easier
than you think. Give me a
call and let's talk about
what kind of home you'd
like to have.
ninafaye@cbhp.com . 9uh-faye. cell= 691-3242
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Black History
Month in full swing
By Katie Rose

Assistant News Editor
Black History Month is in full swing, with the Black Student Union
(BSU) playing an integral part in the month-long celebration of black
history and culture.
"This is our big event," BSU president eboni treco, a sophomore,
said.
In addition to the BSU, the Diversity Theme Year, "Promissory
Notes? Legacies of Oppression, Privilege, and Hope — Exploring and
Celebrating African American Experiences" is sponsoring "Hughes'
Dream Harlem" in conjunction with Tacoma's celebration of Black
History Month. The theme is in reference to Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech.
"We're looking at African American cultures, and the Diversity
Theme Year ties in nicely with that," Monica Nixon, the associate
director for Student Services, said.
The ASUPS Cultural Events and Lectures programs are also
involved with organizing Black
History Month events. ASUPS
Cultural Events is planning a
performance by blues artist
"We want to spread
Chic Streetman on Feb. 21.
awareness because
ASUPS Lectures is sponsorthere are so few of us.
ing author Elaine Brown, a
It's good awareness.
black political activist during
the civil rights movement in the
We're all about teach1960s, who will come to campus
ing and learning."
Feb. 18.
— eboni treco
As the campus's main coorSophomore
dinator of Black History Month
activities, the BSU organizes
and directs events like the poetry night, game night and talent
show. This year's BSU-chosen theme is "Strength, Wisdom and
Courage."
Each BSU-sponsored event will incorporate some African feature.
Game night will include spades, dominoes and bid whist, all of which
originated in Africa and surrounding regions.
"It's become a tradition with BSU that we put on the same events,"
treco said.
In addition to the game night, the BSU is bringing back Todd Smith,
a local rap artist who graduated in 2002 and former president of BSU,
to perform.
"I heard him perform at last year's talent show," treco said. "He
didn't win, but the song he preformed is his big hit now, and I've
heard he's only gotten better."
Last on the schedule of events for the month is the closing banquet
Feb. 26, featuring a yet-to-be determined speaker and awards for BSU
members.
"We try and open it up so everyone can come," treco said. "It's a
good time. It's good closure to a busy month."
Every BSU-sponsored event will feature some aspect of the
"Strength, Wisdom and Courage" theme. This marks the first year that
the BSU has chosen to incorporate a theme into each event.
"Members of BSU submit ideas, words or things that inspire them.
Everyone votes on each submission until we decide," treco said.
"We're focusing an event around that theme in some way, shape or
form."
Organizing campus-wide events like those seen during Black
History Month prove to be a demanding task for the BSU and treco,
but the group's president is not deterred by the challenges.
"In high school, you'd see a sign up having something about Black
History Month on it," treco said. "Having Black History Month is so
important, and it is a big part on campus."
With so few black students on campus, treco finds some difficulty
in involving students with Black History Month, but she does not find
those challenges insurmountable.
"We want to spread awareness because there are so few of us,"
treco said. "It's good awareness. We're all about teaching and learning."
In addition to its involvement in Black History Month, the BSU is
heavily involved in planning a black alumni reunion in April, the first
such event to happen on campus. Plans for the reunion have not yet
been finalized.

Katie Rose is a sophomore majoring in Politics and Government.

Summer Camp Staff Wanted
Are you looking for a fun and rewarding summer job? The
Catholic Youth Organization is currently seelcing,qualified staff
members for our residential summer camps in Western
Washington: Camp Don Bosco, Camp Hamilton, or Camp
Gallagher. We are hiring cabin leaders, lifeguards, wranglers,
challenge course specialists, kitchen staff and more. We offer
the opportunity for you to make a positive difference in the life
of a child, create lasting friendships, learn new skills and contribute your creative ideas to the camp community. We offer
room, board, salary and a positive, enthusiastic work environment. Call Megan at 206-264-2090 or e-mail megatun@seattlesearch.org for an application.
,
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Candidates
Thomas, who visited on Jan.
27, opened his introduction by
noting that "it says a lot about
the institution that all of you are
engaged in the process."
During his brief talk, he
focused on the sense of place he
found at Puget Sound.
"It has a special character
that I'm sure many of you
noticed the first time you visited
as well, and it gets more and
more interesting and charming
and enchanting as time goes by,"
he said.
Thomas also praised the UPS
mission statement.
"I've read a lot of mission
statements at universities and
colleges,.and I don't think there
is a better statement than that
one.
"It is, in fact, this missioncentered-ness of this institution
that is one of the most powerful
attractions of it," he said.
Haring-Smith also commented on UPS' mission statement
and its embodiment of the values of a liberal arts education.
"When Puget Sound said,
'We want to be a liberal arts college' — a national liberal arts
college — this was a time when
other institutions were not saying this.
"It takes courage to say that;
it takes self-knowledge to say
that. And to execute it, not just
to say it and make it a nice
motto, but to actually act on it
takes courage, and I admire that
courage and I admire the values
on which that decision was
made, and I find those values
very similar to my own," she
said.

•

Haring-Smith
also discussed her
personal reasons
for desiring a position at UPS.
"I'm particularly
interested in a presidency at this position at this point,
although many of
my friends think
I'm somewhat
insane: who would
want to be a college
president at this
point?
"The endowment
is going
Curt Sanders
down, it's a tough NO, PICK ME!
Ronald R. Thomas
time economically, Presidential Candidate presents himself Jan. 28
society is split vari- in the Rotunda. Thomas is one of the two presous ways, people idential candidates narrowed down by the
are questioning the Presidential Search Committee.
value of education:
why be a college
.flaring-Smith discussed the
president? Well, it's for all of booming Northwest as a hotbed
those reasons that I would like for a liberal arts education.
to do it," she said.
"We're beginning to get a
Both Thomas and Haring- regional identity; this is an excitSmith concluded by looking to ing time for Puget Sound. Puget
the future of Puget Sound.
sound knows what it is, it's got
Thomas referenced the mas- very high level of academic
ter plan, noting, "There was a lot excellence ... to take those qualto see there, a lot to think about. ities at a time when the national
But what fascinated me most spotlight is beginning to look at
was ... the dotted lines that the region puts Puget Sound in a
showed not what is there, but place that really poises it for
what could be there. ... These greatness. I'd like to be a part of
dotted lines represent all the that," Haring-Smith said.
possibilities for this great instiThe search committee will
tution, not just the new build- make a recommendation to the
ings but all the possibilities that Board of Trustees, which will
will make this place a really make the final decision.
first-rate academic institution.
Jason Ronbeck is a senior major... I think these dotted lines suging in English literature. And he's
gest that the best days of this
waiting for The Cellar to get their
institution are still ahead."
shake machine back.

•
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Tuition
to pay more for increasing medical benefits and
premium costs.
"The fact that it's increasing due to health
insurance and faculty costs is fine because we
have got great faculty, but we need to ensure that
we also can have great students and a tuition
increase will prevent that," sophomore Ali Band
said.
In addition to external forces, BTF was
approached with a number of special requests, but
not all were fulfilled.
"These requests came to us because for the past
five to seven years the BTF has not approved any
percentage increase in operating budgets,"
Goldstein explained. "The expense budgets have
remained flat in virtually every department on
campus, and expenses have not remained flat."
To help students and families with the burden
of the proposed increase, the BTF has recommended maintaining the 30 percent discount rate. This
means that 30 percent of the cost of tuition is given
back to students in the form of financial aid.
Individual students with financial need should
see their aid coverage go up as tuition increases.
"I feel that as a school that prides itself on

411
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Continued from page 1

a
accommodating students that have financial difficulties, and as a school that seeks to pursue diversity in its population, it seems that the University
of Puget Sound is making these goals impossible
to achieve," Brand said. "The proposed tuition
increase is alienating members of the campus
community and prospective students who are
seeking a higher liberal arts education but may no
longer be able to afford the University."
The BTF understands that a tuition increase can
be difficult for students, therefore it has tried to
keep room and board cost down. The University
is able to do this by not contracting out for food
services. The BTF also looked at surveys of tuition
and room and board fees at other institutions that
are comparable to UPS in the nation.
"We are trying to make sure that our costs are
not higher than the cost of other institutions,"
Goldstein said.
Also, while other institutions attract freshmen
with financial aid and then decrease it each year,
the University of Puget Sound tries to help students financially by not reducing the financial aid
that is awarded to students over their. stay at UPS.
•

Josephine Eckert is a sophomore.

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3-hour fundraising event. Our
programs make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Board Certified gfaircolorists
glveda Concept Salon
Facial &' Body Waxing
611 South Proctor
(253) 752-1519
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Letters to the

Editor
'Drummers' lack
respect for other
campus groups
To the Editor:
I have no personal problem
with the recent wave of "Where Do
You Stand?" Anti-war posters. But
there is a slight hypocrisy in the
Drummers for Peace's avenue for
expression. For such strong proponents of justice, they didn't seem to
mind taking down everybody
else's advertisements and flyers to
clear space for their own. My own
poster for an event, which was
taped up the day prior to the
Drummers for Peace putting up
theirs, was torn down before the
event even happened. The
Drummers for Peace, in their zest
to claim a large viewing space, in
fact took down several other people's work and ads for programs,
concerts, and lectures yet to occur.
Where's the equality in that?
Couldn't they just take the space
from outdated flyers like everybody else?

KFC has low animal
welfare standards
To the Editor:
More than 700 million chickens
are raised each year for KFC, and
they endure atrocious living conditions even before slaughter.
Chickens are often fully conscious
as their throats are cut or when
they are dumped into tanks of
scalding water to remove feathers.
PETA is asking KFC and their
supplier, Yum! Brands, to follow
the lead of competitors like Burger
King, McDonald's and Wendy's by
raising animal welfare standards.
Requested improvements include
replacing electrical stunning and
throat slicing with gas killing, and
providing sheltered areas and
perches in chicken houses. These
demands are sensible, as well as
easily affordable for any corporation of KFC's size, with the simple
intention of making these chickens'
shortened lives less miserable.
Please see KFCCruelty.com for
more information. Of course, the
best thing one can do for all animals everywhere is to switch to a
plant-based diet; free vegetarian
starter packs can be ordered on
GoVeg.com.

—Ryan Chapman
Junior

Thumb
Our

of life 011 campus

Olsen Twins Web site

Mailroom understaffed

Conspiracy of Hope
Library computers looking like
they charge for printing
Expanded convenience store
in the Cellar
McIntyre Web cam that doesn't make sense

Anna Deavere Smith lecture

No shake machine in the cellar

110

—Michelle Brittan,
Freshman
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Midnight breakfast
pranksters immature
By Whitney Mackman

Opinions Writer
'Twas the night of the breakfast,
when all through the SUB
Students were gathering,
begging for a ticket stub
The staff were excited and
ready to serve
Treating us with respect some don't deserve
People were happy and bellies were full
And then, what else? The fire alarm was pulled
Eyes were rolled and glares were cast
Might this breakfast be the last?
For those who think they are so clever
It is your head I wish to sever
You honestly can't think of a better prank
Than (once again) giving the fire alarm a yank?
Well, if you didn't know by now, the fire alarm
was pulled not once, but twice (yawn!) at the
Midnight Breakfast last Saturday, Jan. 25. I think I
can speak for most people when I say that I love
the Midnight Breakfast, and I am thankful for the
faculty and staff who work late hours to serve us.
I fear that because of a few idiots, Midnight
Breakfast will soon be a distant memory. I mean,
seriously, we are all sick of the fire alarm joke.
Freshman Avril Javel was as annoyed as I was
by the so-called joke.
"When the school puts on an event entirely for
the students, it's a shame that someone has to ruin
it,"Javel said. "I was so disgusted by their lack of

respect, I left the first time it
went off."
The first and last time it
kokomo
was even near funny to set off
without
the alarm was in about fourth
grade. If that is the level of
kagney
intelligence you are going for,
then so be it, but don't bring
down the rest of us.
Personally, I have seen better pranks pulled by
high school students. You're telling me you wanted to come to UPS to get a higher education and
the best you can do is pull the fire alarm? That's
pathetic. We are supposed to thrive on creativity,
the central core of a liberal arts education.
In California, a group of high school seniors
welded a bus around a tree in the front courtyard
of their school. At my brother's high school, some
mechanically inclined students took apart a VW
Bug and then re-assembled it inside one of their
main buildings. There's also a rumor going
around that cows don't like to go down stairs, and
granted, I have no idea where they got the cow,
but I would've paid good money to see the principal trying to lead it down the stairs of the English
building.
The bottom line is: think of something great,
something that doesn't cause damage, and something that everyone will appreciate. If what you
are about to do is stupid and trite, please do us all
a favor and go back to your hole. And for humanity's sake, quit pulling the fire alarm because you
are no longer funny. You are just a pain in the ass.

Freshman Whitney Mackman is pre-law.

The Western world must
stop supporting terrorism
By Ethan Schwaber

Opinions Writer
It may be true that the
world's Western countries
are in a fight against terrorism. One may cite the
United States in its struggle
with al Qaeda, Britain with the IRA and France
with Islamic terrorists from its former African
colonies. Despite this struggle, virtually all the
Western states and the United Nations hold a
double standard. They denounce terrorism and
then act in ways that support and strengthen terrorist groups. This support, unfortunately, is not
a recent phenomenon.
During the 1960s and 1970s, Palestinian terrorist groups hijacked many European flights.
Unfortunately, the same result occurred every
time: European governments held terrorists (if
captured) for a few months and then released
them. In many cases, the released terrorists went
on to commit other hijackings and murders. Even
when the European intelligence learned of attacks
beforehand, such as during the 1972 Olympics,
they failed to take proper precautions. According
to the International Dimension of Palestinian
Terrorism, of the 204 terrorists that were captured
outside the Middle East between 1968 and 1975,
only three remained in prison after 1975.
The United Nations showed its policy towards
terrorism when Arafat became the first non-state
leader to address the U.N. General Assembly and
the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO)
was granted special observer status in 1974. In
1975, the United Nations declared Zionism (the
desire for Jews to return to Israel) as a form of
racism. By the end of the 1970s, the PLO had
more diplomatic relations than did Israel. This
same trend has continued through modem times.
According to the Mideast Peace Forum, the
United Nations has passed over 100 resolutions
condemning Israel, but only three against the
Palestinian leadership. Arafat, a man who has
fought in the aggressive Arab wars against Israel,
created terrorist organizations and encourages his
people to blow up innocent Israelis (and
Americans), actually received the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1994.
Last April, when Israel wiped out illegal terrorist factories in Jenin, President George Bush,

the United Nations and the
European Union criticized
the
Israel for its "massacres" and
write
called for renewed talks for a
Palestinian state — just what
stuff
Middle East terrorist groups
wanted. One should note that
Bush encouraged nations after
Sept. 11 to fight terrorism, and when Israel fought
back via ground forces (rather than mimicking the
U.S. bombings in Afghanistan that killed over
5,000 innocent civilians), the President tossed
aside his earlier commitment. A month after this
victory for terrorist groups, CNN confirmed that
there was no massacre; only three non-combatant
Palestinians were killed.
Palestinian terrorism is problematic in that it
gives inspiration and hope to other terrorist
groups like al Qaeda for pulling off successful
operations. While there are a lot of noteworthy
causes in the world, only a handful of activists
resort to terrorism. People choose terrorism as a
strategic choice because it gets them what they
want quickly. George Habash, the founder of the
PLO, admitted this in an interview with Alan
Dershowitz when he said, "A few years of terrorism does more for the Palestinian cause than 20
years working it out at the United Nations." Yet it
is irrational to favor terrorist causes. If you were
a parent with two children, each of which was
upset with unique legitimate causes, and one
tried to talk it out peacefully with you while the
other whacked you on the head, you would be
foolish to reward the violent child. Yet, over the
years, the Western world has favored the violent
child.
Additionally, Europeans and others sympathize with the root causes of terrorists, even the al
Qaeda cause of eliminating the American influence in the "sacred Muslim lands." This is as irrational as forgiving a man who murdered his wife
because she cheated on him. It doesn't matter
how legitimate the cause, it cannot justify terrorism. Sympathizing with the root causes only
empowers the groups further. Terrorist groups
should behave like most groups that struggle for
causes: peacefully. Until the Western world stops
supporting terrorist groups by sympathizing with
terrorist acts, terrorism will most likely only get
worse.

Senior Ethan Schwaber is majoring in business.
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By Russell Knight

Opinions Editor
Take a minute to think about who you
are and what qualifications you feel you
bring to your school or other institution.
Experiences you've had and your academic record proven though grades and test
scores probably come to mind. At the
University of Michigan, however, your
race is equally important as any of the
aforementioned factors.
Their policy, which gives admission
preference to minority students to promote
the "educational benefit of diversity," has
long been a source of controversy. The
Supreme Court is set to hear two related
cases — one for the University of Michigan
Law School and the other for the undergraduate program where two white students who were denied admission feel
they were discriminated against based on
their race. They have argued that, in terms
of GPA and test scores, less qualified
minority students were accepted for the
sole purpose of increasing diversity
As the Court decides whether the public school has a "compelling interest" to
promote a diverse student body, or
whether the 14th Amendment prohibits
giving one racial group preference over
another, it is important to reflect on the
purpose and impact of affirmative action
in the United States.
In 1978, the Supreme Court struck
down the use of racial quotas for admis-

one
chivalrous
knight
sion to public schools in Regents of the
University of California v. Bakke.
However, in the majority opinion, Justice
Powell wrote, "The goal of achieving a
diverse student body is sufficiently compelling to justify consideration of race ...
under some circumstances." His comments have allowed race to be used in
admission decisions, only limiting affirmative action, and they will doubtlessly play
a role in the Michigan decision.
But the fact that one reading of the
Constitution suggests that affirmative
action is permissible certainly does not
mean that it is just or should continue.
Regardless of constitutionality, using race
as a factor in admission undermines the
very concept of equality.
Affirmative action takes two steps
backward in the understanding of different cultures working together in America.
First, by giving preference to one candidate based on race, you potentially
exclude more qualified "non-minority"
candidates.
Second, and more importantly, it
dilutes the concept of diversity to nothing
more than a numbers game, treating peo-

ple not as individuals, but as
members of "minority" or
"non-minority" groups.
This cannot be the direction
civil rights leaders set out to
take us forty years ago.
Michigan administrators
have done a good job painting an appealing image for
their program by focusing
on the desired end of a
racially diverse student
body. However, the end cannot justify the means here. If the situation
were flipped around and a school consciously gave preference to white students,
everybody would be screaming racism,
and rightly so. Easing requirements for
one ethnic group means raising them for
another. By looking at applicants differently based on their race, "minority" and
"non-minority" students are effectively
held to two different standards. How can
this be tolerated? Separate admission systems are simply not equal. Admission policies that treat people differently based on
their race can be described in one word:
racist.
But aside from the issue of fairness,
affirmative action harms our society in
other ways. It is one of several factors
holding us back from resolving racial tensions in the United States. It contributes to
the idea that diversity is not about different individuals or even different cultures,
but simply being "minority" or "non-

minority." This effect is
felt not just at institutions where race is a factor in admission, but in
many schools, workplaces and organizations across the country.
Under the "Facts"
section of UPS's main
Web page, undergraduate "ethnic and minority
- enrollment" is described
with just one number:
403. Do the other 2,200 students not have
an ethnicity? Are their social views and
cultural origin less important than the 403
"ethnic" students at. UPS? And most
importantly, can those 403 students be so
similar to each other and distinctly different from the rest of the student body that
they should grouped together and set
apart from other students? Of course not.
How, then, can a system that treats people differently based on the color of their
skin be seen as progress in civil rights?
Affirmative action would certainly not fulfill Martin Luther King, Jr.'s dream that his
children "will not be judged by the color of I
their skin but by the content of their character." By placing priority on the color of
people's skin, you decrease the importance
of their individual character and qualifications. Affirmative action inhibits our
progress as a nation, and it needs to stop.

SUB hours not
veggie friendly
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Should race be taken into consideration in determining admission to academic institutions?

By Amy Williams

Yes, achieving a diverse student body should be a priority.
No, it treats people as members of groups, decreasing the value of their
individual qualities.

All day long, the average carnivore has the option to dine on an array
of juicy meat products from grilled
chicken sandwiches to Mongolian beef.
Each section of the cafeteria — the
Grille, Casa Ortega and Tomassito's,
each serving "authentic" cuisine —
offer several choices for the meat-gorging public, while the vegetarians are
left stranded with a single stand in the
middle of the cafeteria called
Vegetarian Co. that serves up to two
main courses during weekdays that
include one vegan option, and two side
choices (usually rice and vegetables)
for a total of about 30 hours per week
— the shortest of all sections in the cafeteria.
The lack of dedication that has been
put into the making of Vegetarian Co.'s
highly sophisticated menu is simply
one red flag signaling the obvious bias
in the SUB toward non-vegetarians and
non-vegans. Dining Services publishes
its weekly menu online. This week's
vegetarian menu announces that for
Sunday dinner it is serving Pasta Du
Jour with your choice of marinara
sauce or meat sauce (Feb. 3-9). There is
meat sauce on the vegetarian menu.
Vegetarianism doesn't seem to be taken
very seriously.
I don't expect the school to cater
exclusively to the needs or desires of
the vegan and vegetarian community,
as I'm sure that most of the students at
this school choose meat. However, even
if the school hasn't recognized a high
enough demand for vegetarian food,
it's not justifiable to list items on the
Vegetarian Co. menu that aren't made
by Vegetarian Co., or even vegetarian
for that matter, so that the school can
claim that the vegetarian section is
open a given number of hours per
week.
It makes me sad to watch people sitting across the table from my juicy
bacon cheeseburger, gorging on heap-

Last Issue's Poll:
How worried about student debt are you?
Not at all. My parents are loaded. 15%
Me? No honey, I have the President's scholarship, six government
grants and the National Merit Scholar package. You? 22%
A lot. It's going to take me half my career to pay it off. 44%
I'm just worried about graduating. 19%
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Sophomore Russell Knight is majoring in
business and-politics and government.

Opinions Writer

student
by
day
ing piles of garbanzo beans because
they're afraid that they're not getting
enough protein. That's just wrong,
especially when we are perfectly capable of at least maintaining a vegetarian
section that is open a few hours every
day for lunch and dinner. I understand
that Vegetarian Co. is considered simply a specialty section — not a staple —
but for some people it's a way of life.
The salad bar seems to offer the only
source of protein for vegans and vegetarians when the vegetarian section is
closed — and it's closed on the weekend. "The least (the school) could do is
offer a constant source of protein in the
salad bar," junior Lauren Brown, a vegetarian, said. "It shouldn't be so hard to
find a healthy source of protein."
However, you've probably noticed that
cleaning in the SUB starts much earlier
than 10 p.m., its advertised closing
time. This is somewhat problematic for
all students: not only tofu, but also
salad and anything reminiscent of a
vegetable outside of the carrot stick_
family, starts slowly disappearing at
about 8:30 p.m.
The only sections that stay open
until closing are the Grille, Casa Ortega
and the Deli. That doesn't sound too
bad — that is, until a few months pass
and one cannot sustain the thought of
another Ortega-style burrito or the saturated fat content of the fried delicacies
offered in the Grille. In a school where
cold weather, a nappy gym and short
walking distance between classes
equate to not-so-much physical activity
for those that aren't dedicated, the last
thing we need is to limit healthy
options even more.

Junior Amy Williams is pre-med.
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Current abstinence-only
programs don't cut it
By Carly West
Opinions Writer
The topic of teens and sex has
been hotly debated in U.S. society for
a long time. Today's children, especially girls, are developing at earlier
ages, making the issue of sexual education relevant to younger kids. In
many societies it is expected that
once a young girl is medically capable of being pregnant she should
start reproducing. This is not the case
in our society. Instead, the debate is
over what type of sex education, if
any at all, should be provided in
schools.
For many, the best type of sex
education is what is known as abstinence-only. According to the
American Civil Liberty Union's Web
page, Congress has "allocated well
over half a billion dollars to education programs that teach abstinenceonly-until-marriage" since 1997. By
funding such programs, Congress is
overlooking the fact that there are
teens and young adults out there
who are having sex and need to be
informed on how to protect themselves.
In this day and age, we must
worry about more than just pregnancy; we must also worry about AIDS
and many other STDs.
I am reminded of an episode of
"Beverly Hills, 90210" in which
Donna Martin is addressing the PTA
of West Beverly High on the topic of
sex education and says something to
the effect that if you have a pool in
your backyard, you can't just tell

the
fountain
jumper
your kids to stay out of it; you have
to teach them to swim. All parents
hope that their children will refrain
from having sex until they are married or at least in a seriously committed relationship, but the truth is that
this doesn't happen, and sexually
active teens and young adults need
to possess the knowledge to protect
themselves.
Many people might argue that
aside from the issue of protection,
abstinence-only programs convey
the right message, but protection is
not the only thing left out of these
programs. In abstinence-only programs the only way to have sex is to
be married.
If we enforce this message, teens
and young adults will see getting
married as the only way to have sex,
leading to an increase in young marriages that are more likely to end up
in divorce.
In addition, there is the issue of
the sexual education of gay and lesbian teens and young adults. In addition to failing to acknowledge that
this type of sexual orientation exists,
in most states there is no option for
marriage for these young people,
leaving them with the message that
they can never be sexually active
without being deviant. This group of

"deviants" is at high risk for contracting STDs. If educators don't
include methods of protection in sexual education programs, young people will have a harder time in obtaining the information they need to protect themselves.
Once it is decided what type of
sexual education is appropriate in
the schools, it will not only affect the
knowledge children will receive, but
it could also be seen as an infringement on the rights of citizens of the
United States of America. In essence,
an abstinence-only program is a program of censorship by the government because it hides information
regarding protection and other possible alternatives to sexual activity.
Ultimately, it is up to individual
families to decide what type of sexual education their children receive.
However, if schools do not provide
the option for teens and young
adults to obtain more information if
they feel they need it or would like to
have it, then where are these children
to turn?
After all, isn't school the place
where young minds are to be filled
with knowledge, to grow and learn
how to be responsible adults?
Abstinence-only programs are not
the only type of sexual education
program available, and they are not
the appropriate type either. Sexual
education programs must include
alternatives to abstinence, protection
possibilities and education for all
sexual orientations.
Senior Carly West is a communication major.
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Bush pledges portion of
new budget to fight AIDS
By Blaire Notrica
Opinions Writer
I set out last week to provide a critique of President George Bush's
State of the Union address. While I
praised the Bush administration for
pledging to fight AIDS in Africa by
setting aside a portion of the 2004 fiscal budget to fund AIDS initiatives
abroad, I was disturbed by the lack
of domestic AIDS funding.
Circumstances have changed.
Last week Bush released his plan
for the 2004 fiscal budget. It may be
a $2.2 trillion mess of a budget with
deficits to haunt Americans like college debt, but the budget plan did
contain a pleasant little surprise.
Like a child at Christmas or Bush
about to bomb Iraq, I was overjoyed
when I learned Bush planned to
increase AIDS funding and research
funds by 7 percent. The $16 billion
plan will make new 20-minute HIV
tests accessible at over 100,000 locations and especially help the uninsured. And this is a Republican.
Good for Bush for breaking with
the Republican Party tradition of
ignoring the domestic AIDS crisis.
One year to the day before I was
born, scientists at the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) in Atlanta,
Ga. announced the discovery of a
pneumonia-like virus currently
affecting gay men. Then-President
Ronald Reagan promptly ignored
this news. As the crisis rocked the
gay community Reagan avoided
funding AIDS research as much as
morality allowed it. There is a won-

voice
of
reason
derful line from the movie "And the
Band Played On," based on Randy
Shilts' book depicting the early days
of the virus and the struggle of doctors and researchers to receive government funding and public support. Dr. Don Francis, played by
Matthew Modine, says, "If this virus
was in grandmothers we'd have all
the funding in the world." Clearly,
helping gay men was contrary to
Republican ideology. Reagan's
refusal to acknowledge the problem
of AIDS set the research back years, if
not decades.
It seems that Bush (or his advisors) have finally seen the light of
day and the goodness of morality. I
simply hope that Republicans in
Congress will not attempt to block
the $16 package that will greatly help
the battle against AIDS. What the
world must realize, what I hope
Bush has realized and what I hope
Congress realizes, is that AIDS is no
longer the gay plague. Nobody is
immune. Do I say this as a gay rights
rant? Not at all. I say it because too
often AIDS funding is blocked
because of its association with homosexuality. AIDS is a threat to every
American and we cannot block funding because of our personal archaic
biases.
Unfortunately, I cannot pat Bush

more visible
and accessible to
I

I hope Co ss
ealizes, that Ai
no lon; r the gay
p
on the back, smile and pretend that
the budget increase will magically
solve the domestic AIDS crisis and
erase biases. The American Red
Cross must stop discriminating
against gay men by refusing to take
the blood of men who have had sex
with men (even once) since 1977.
The Red Cross screens every ounce
of donated blood. If progress is to be
made in the fight against AIDS, the
government must abandon the
Reagan-era fears. The Cold War is
over and AIDS isn't called GRID
(Gay Related Immune Deficiency
Syndrome) anymore. Finally, Bush
and his friends in the Religious Right
must realize that while abstinence
does prevent pregnancy and the
spread of STDs, it is not the only
solution. Condoms and other forms
of contraception are effective. People
have sex and Bush knows it — he
has children, after all. Public health
information must include information on contraceptives if there is to be
any effective domestic AIDS policy.
In the meantime, we can only
hope that AIDS funding will continue unhindered by bigotry.
Sophomore Blaire Notrica is a religion
major.
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Tips and thoughts on one of life's greatest mysteries.

Cheap day

Be c arming while still being yourself
By Will Elliott

A&E Writer
here's a two-step recipe
for stories about dating
disasters. First, affect
that irritating tone of preteen
spunky-sassy superficiality in
which Cosmo Girl chatters on so
comfortably ("Wow, this mag
uses the same, like, annoying
slang I do — credibility!").
Second, string together a bunch of
embarrassing but highly improbable anecdotes about your pants
falling off or catching your date
on fire or getting caught redhanded while doing something
stupid or embarrassing.
This article was originally
about dating disasters, but since
that subject's already so well-covered in Seventeen, I hate to be
redundant. And anyway, no matter how long the tail of toilet
paper trailing from your pants as
you came back from the bathroom, or how mortified you were
to sneeze a snot rocket all over
your date's shocked face, or no
matter how completely, thoroughly, abominably bad the
movie you made her sit through
after promising it was the best
ever, these are things you can still
conquer with laughter later.
What's far, far worse than the
date when you ran over her dog,
made fun of Mormons without
checking her ancestry or ate
something weird and ended up

T

puking it all over her lap, is the
date where you were too nervous
and stupid and awkward to have
fun.
Where you were so terrified of
doing something wrong or breaking some rule that you never
worked up the courage to take
chances and enjoy yourself.
Listen: if you're fumbling your
way through an evening out, feeling like you don't know your
lines, be liberated by the knowledge that there is no script. There
is no recipe, there's no checklist of
dinner, move, goodnight kiss,
broken down into subdivisions of
each successive moment.
There's no outline to the perfect evening, enumerating each
action you're expected to perform. This seems like it should be
brainless and obvious, but evidently enough people still don't
understand that books like
"Dating for Dummies" are innumerable — bestsellers, even —
and searching the Web for
"Dating Advice" (or anything
even vaguely synonymous)
yields about a million-gazillion
hits. I can't fathom why.
If partnering up with an
acquaintance for work or collaborating on a class project is such a
mundane, routine phenomenon,
why does preparing for dinner
with a girl require professional
help? Spending time with someone whose company you enjoy is
painless and intuitive; that's why

"How to Hang Out with Your
Friends" would be such a selfhelp section flop. Romantic interest doesn't complicate things that
much—at least not for the levelheaded.
What does complicate things
is that loaded word: "date." For
some unlucky souls, as soon as
it's invoked, what should be fun
and blissfully uncomplicated
becomes intimidatingly complex.
Suddenly it's not the loveliness of her face that they're lost
in, but rather the labyrinth of
what-do-I-do-next doubt and
protocol uncertainty. There's no
rhythm, no flow— just the stutter
of the conversation's abortive
starts and awkward stops.
Quit making it so hard on
yourself! Stop wondering what
you're "supposed to do next" and
start considering what would be
fun for the two of you. After all,
isn't that the whole point? When
you embrace the fact that there is
no script and quit groping clumsily for a cue that's not coming,
you'll finally be free to grab her
hand, or maybe point and laugh
at some spandexed old guy jogging as you drive her home from
breakfast. Just make sure it's not
her father.
Admittedly, some basic social
rules should be self-evident: don't
be obnoxious, don't be smelly,
don't think you'll impress her
with your "openness" by rattling
off all your neuroses and disturb-

"Listen: if you're fumbling your way through an
evening out, feeling like
you don't know your lines,
be liberated by the knowledge that there is no
script."

A&E Writer
"Valentines: 0; flowers, trinkets, Valentine's
gifts: 0; point of Valentine's Day: 0; difference
between Valentine's Day and any other day: 0;
point of living: uncertain; possibility of overreaction to disaster of Non-Valentine's Dar
slight."—The Edge of Reason, by Helen Fielding
Alas, the day single women
have come to fear and dread
— the day we end up plopped
in front of the TV trying to find
unromantic entertainment
while scarfing down a pan of

chocolate brownies in sweats, wondering what
makes us so repulsive to the opposite sex — is
nearly upon us. Valentine's Day merchandise
already attacks us from every direction, bombarding us with pinks and reds, as though
every adult in the world has found their significant other and left us in the reject pile. But this
year we will not despair! No, we will not end
up "fat and alone, eventually eaten by wild
dogs," as Bridget Jones would say. We can and
will emerge from this February the fourteenth
without sinking into the depths of depression
and self-pity.
Some encouragement: there are more than
1.4 million single people in the Seattle and

There is only one true a
by yourself. Through ex
I have discovered a wide
dating solo. Movies are
tural events. The savings
step into the restaurant,
be a cheap bastard when
to impress. However, as
be terribly popular am
youth, it will be nec
world of dating other peo
budget.
This first tried-and-true
people these days: rely on
cally friendly art of conve
dialed a 900 number, tl
Sometimes this process also
closeness between you an
first date! If you are the soz
have much to say to other I
be dating in the first place,
paragraph of this artide.
Where, you may ask,
place? Avoid locations su
arboretum at night, the in
Library or the Student U i
these places, though free, a

. I

ing secrets, don't give the impression that you only want to see her
naked (and if you do, grow up).
Most importantly, stay the hell
away from her window unless
you're invited! Some weirdo
creeping around out in the bushes is not going to be invited in;
he's going to have the hounds
released on him.
Besides these aberrations, a
few fauxpas are fine. I think
there's even a certain amount of
appeal and goofy innocence in
social stumbling.
It doesn't matter if your
evening doesn't conform to the
strictures of Cosmo's "Dos &
Don'ts," as long as you have fun.
If you have a good time, or at
least don't screw up so badly as to
predude a second chance, there's
nothing disastrous about stepping on each other's toes as you
slowdance through dating's complex choreography.

Freshman Will Elliott's house back
in Alaska has lots of turkeys, beehives, drums and old snowmachines
out in the shed.

Valentine's Day: Not always kisses and candy
By Allison Bennett

By Scott Ordway

A&E Writer

Tacoma areas, so we are most definitely not the
only rejects. Though it may not seem this way,
most of us at UPS are indeed single, and as
women outnumber men by a 3:2 ratio, most singletons are women, all feeling the stress of VDay. We don't have to face this affront to our
lacking love lives alone, or at all for that matter.
Take the opportunity to assert feminine independence and hang out with the girls on Friday
night.
For fabulous ideas for a successful
Valentine's Day see some of The Trail's
"Alternatives for Singles."

Freshman Allison Bennett is 5'5" and is content
spending Valentine's Day as a single girl.

ALT
The A #er:

"The Vag

Tickets are $4 for students
(Feb. 13-14 at 7 p.m. and N
ances in the Rendezvous. T

The outdoors:
tain air away from the love
beach, at the western end c

Indoor fun: Brea
Night at the S;
on Feb. 14 in the Schneebee

.
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Blurring the lines of conventional dating practices
By Miriam Hathaway
A&E Writer
I am a part-time girlfriend. I
hesitate to call the person who I
am dating my "boyfriend."
although every single one of
our friends thinks we are in
denial. We have vehemently
argued that we are not in a conventional relationship, that we
have just been dating for six
months. We have established
that we are part-time boyfriend
and girlfriend, but not in a real
committed relationship. Part of
the driving force behind this
name game is the fear of commitment, or rather fears of
what it means to be in a relationship in college.
For some women,
going to college has two
main goals: to get a
degree and find a husband. This is also known as
getting your "Mrs." degree,
finding a husband in college
being the most important item

,

on women's agenda.
"My friend got married in
August," senior Laura
DeShano said. "They met at a
bar and three months later he
proposed. Nobody likes him
and she's lost friends because
she was so focused on him. I
haven't talked to her in a year."
The feeling of not having a
steady boyfriend around
Valentine's Day can be distressing for women, especially in
college when we are in our
prime. But to focus your college career on finding that perfect mate is disheartening, and
anticlimactically dull. Besides,
spending four year's tuition on
finding love is very expensive.
"I think it's okay to think
about marriage," DeShano
said. She has been in a relationship for over two years, "But I
just don't see the rush. We're
still getting used to being independent from our parents.
There are way more important
things to worry about than

one person," senior Lee Comm
marriage."
Yet despite this need for said.
Maybe monogamy has
finding true love, it seems like
conventional relationships are jumped ahead in the relationdiminishing in numbers and ship storyline and has become
being replaced with people the norm from the first date on.
Nowadays, if you date more
who are "just dating" or have
- than one person, you are con"special friends."
"I think it's an issue of prior- sidered a cheater in the rules of
ities," sophomore Sarah love.
Whether it is new balanced
Bodnar said. "People are just
too busy with schoolwork and priorities or the rebellion of
being in a monogamous relaactivities to deal with relationtionship, the terms "boyfriend"
ships. It's a choice that people
have to make." It may be that and "girlfriend" are disappearing at lightning speed. Even
monogamous relationships are
disappearing because people people who do not have a fear
of commitment have vetoed
are focusing more on academics and less on who they are the idea of marriage in college.
It's probably a good idea for
going to go out with on Friday.
Or perhaps relationships women to stop searching for
their "Mrs." degree, because
have just evolved into a new
it's getting expensive and it
dimension.
"It used to be routine for seems like our culture's view of
people to date several people at love is changing.
Sophomore Miriam Hathaway
once, it was widely accepted,
is an English major who is on a
but now it seems that the popdiet of cotton candy and Kool-aid.
ular definitions of 'dating' or
'going out' are based on dating

Conventional relationships are diminishing in number and being replaced with
people who are "just dating" or have "special
friends."

.
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able and interesting conversation and should be avoided.
It may be required that some trivial sum be spent at this
juncture. Coffeeshops are a perfect place to practice your
thrifty dating.
"But she will probably order a Venti Caramel Mocha
with Orange Peel Shavings and Non-Fat Freshly Whipped
Cream. That's like four bucks!" A worthy point. The
solution is simple and relies on the simple pretense that
you know a great
deal about coffee
and that it can only
truly be appreciated
in its most unadulDo weird stuff. Not
terated form.
only is it endearing, but it's
Result: one large
usually free as well
dark roast for $1.65.
But wait, it gets better: you can share it!
Have a seat and let
the soul-searching
commence.
You should always check a calendar before arranging a
cheap date. There may be an obscure holiday that you
could make use of. For example, should your date fall on
Yom Kippur, you could treat your partner to a day of fasting and atonement, absolutely free of charge. This coy
tactic could also add a few points to your cultural appreciation quotient.
Do weird stuff. Not only is it endearing, but it's usually free as well. Hying kites, going people-watching at the
mall, reading old obituaries and looking for celebrities: all
of these long-forgotten dating practices could lead to the
blossoming of a beautiful relationship, and they don't cost
you a dime!
Cook a dinner at home. Using just your wits, a copy of
Sunset magazine and some of your housemate's food, you
have an instant recipe for thrifty romance. This plan may
not hold much water if you don't have more experience in
the kitchen than most college students, but laughing at a
horribly botched meal could be just as much fun as enjoying a good one.
If none of these plans sound workable to you, then
there is only one more achievable option. Set up a date
worthy of Joe Millionaire, and leave your wallet at home.

Freshman Scott Ordway is a firm believer in cheap dating.

ATIVES rola SINGLES
es"

Dating Personal Ads Online

FRIENDS OR LOVERS? —

(Feb. 13-14 at 7:30 p.m. and Feb. 15 at 6 p.m.) will take place in Kilworth Chapel.

1-students. The Infinite Monkeys Festival, which features the plays "Arker's Dreams"
.m.) and "Ascersion" (Feb. 14 at 9:30 p.m. and Feb. 15 at 9:30 p.m.), will hold perform;old at the door for a reasonable price.
ills. Pack up the bikes, skis or hiking packs and seek fresh mounthe city. If you :an't get that far, try the trails and park at Titlow

J. games and rent comedy flicks.

I: The University Symphony Orchestra will perform at 7:30 p.m.
Chad Asmussen and Asia Wright graphic

To

love oneself is the egin-

ning of a lifelong romance.

/I
— Oscar Wilde

Seeing double...

Hot famous chicks at UPS?
spotlight of this nationwide
hoax?
The truth is that no one
Friday morning I was astonished to see a really knows, except for the
obvious. They are approxiprintout of a CNN article in Jones Hall that stated, "The Olsen Twins Set to Attend the mately the right age, making
University of Puget Sound." Soon, about a it believable; they are some of
thousand guys' Lolita fantasies were about to
the hottest pop stars today on one of the most
watched crappy television shows ever; and,
come true.
maybe most importantly, they're twins.
Now, instead of getting rejected by mediocre
If Hollywood has taught me anything, it is
girls, UPS guys could spend time failing to woo
"hot rich chicks." No longer would the men of first that, it should be my fantasy to hook-up
with two hot twins; and second that, twins love
UPS have to study up on Kierkegaard and
Blake to pick up girls. Instead all they would having a menage a trois. I want to believe this to
have to know was how to get into the phattest be true so it will become true for me. It's kind of
parties and where to get the Gucci sunglasses like the way children are taught that there is a
Santa Claus.
with the titanium frames.
It's completely unbelievable to any sane perBut was this too good to be true?
Of course, you idiots! Even though this is son of our time that has been indoctrinated by
the dogmatic philosophy of empiricism. A fat
the "Harvard of the West," it would be ridiculous to believe that these two really hot super- man that flies and gives me presents for being
star minors who have assets totaling $76 mil- "good"? Ridiculous, but hey, if I get presents I
guess I won't question it.
lion, who are still juniors in
In the end, it's probably
high school and who could
better that the stunt is just a
get into any University
hoax.
because of the publicity these
I mean, does this campus
babes carry with them,
Soon, about a thousand
really want to attract the type
would come here.
guys' Lolita fantasies were
of student whose decision to
That's not to say that I
about to come true.
come to a university is based
didn't believe it when I first
on the knowledge that some
heard the news. Hell, the
bombshell celebrities who
article looked pretty convincmade movie classics such as
ing to any unperceptive,
"Billboard Dad" and "How
naive observer.
the West was Fun" are attending the same uniAfter some careful research online, I discovered that UPS was just another school that was
versity? And don't think this wouldn't happen
victim to the hoax. Over a dozen universities — just look at admissions to Arizona State
have been hit by spoofed e-mails proclaiming University when it was rumored Britney Spears
the future residence of the "Full House " foxes was going there.
I mean, I can't even afford to buy that gum
at their academic stomping grounds. Many
tears have been shed through upon learning with the caffeine in it. How could I ever pay for
a date with these future fortune seekers?
the "CNN Web site" is fraudulent.
There would also be these bodyguards
If you look closely at the Web site addresshttp: / /66.111.43.11/reports/2003/WORLD/01
around the twins 24/7 telling me to park my
94—you will notice that first of all, the story is '87 Chevette somewhere else: this is Lexus
parking only. I'm just glad to know that the staunder the world news section on CNN's Web
site.
ple comedy can stay clear of anything Uncle
Do you really think this is world news? Jesse would say for at least another year. You
Maybe, if you've never read a newspaper, but I got it, dude.
Junior Chad Asniussen has a radio show
think that even most pundits will find this a bit
suspicious. So, why have the twins become the
Thursdays from 9-11 a.m.

By Chad Asmussen
A&E Co-Editor
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KUPS Spring
7 a.m.

Monday

Tuesday

Andie Hamilton

Julia Becker

Wednesday

3 Schedule
Thursday
Robin Ziegler

Jonathan Leadbetter

8 a.m.

Evan Kieser

Friday

Lorna Shanks &
Thomas Ciesielski

Katie Disharoon

liMatt Sorenson & Justin Jessica Hahlen & Cathy Ginger Craft & Lauren
Denk
Marcotte
Oxford

Saturday

Sunday

DJ ZA.RVOX X

DJ ZARVOXX

Camryn Pennington

Pearl Crandall &
Jennifer Pletcher

China Bialos "Breakfast
with Enid"

Nate Daniels

Will McClain

Graham Carpenter

Stan Isaacs

Joanna Zlaten

Julia Fox & Jade-Lin
Wong

Nick Ha sey.

Drew Humberd

Victoria Bartow &
Rachel Pregont

Chad Asmussen
Stan Isaacs
Hannah Seebach

Sheryl Budisch
Taylor Thomson & Tim
Guasco

11 a.m.
Noon

Jessica Berry.

Ali ce Cook

Melissa Cummings

Andrea W9odall &
Jennies:

Matt Bettelman
Beth L ghty

Jamie Maszk

Sonja Peterson

Travis Thomas

Ashlee Hunter "A
Postmodern Romp"

Nicole Rogers
Justin Garland "The
Imagination Hour"

Nicole Rogers

Matt Bettelman

Laura Scott

Cassie Lucarelli

Abigail Allen
Brian Strand & Erica
McGillivray

Lauren Daniels

6 p.m.
7 p.m.

Katelvn Bruhn

Tim Putnam & Tim

Kezele

Faculty Hour w/Lauren Alex Bernhardt &
Austin Stockwell
John Dugan

Dave Scheinfeld
"Welcome to
Groovation"

Nick Halsey
Courtney Ptah' 'Beach
Party Massacre and
Movie Mayhem"

Nasira Beck "As Seen
on TV"
Vanessa Driveness

Heather Easterly &
Mike Witten

Stephen Judkins

Tera Anderson & Sarah
Bliss

Matt Herron

Meghan Matthews

4 p.m.
5 p.m.

Megan Brehm

Jenny Mosher & Rosie
Hutchinson

Kevin Kantner

Alex Bernhardt & Alex
Israel

Scott Reeves, Peter
Harlan & John Berry
"Homegrown Live Jam
Music"

Daniel Corral "Music of Keith Ferguson "The
Crayon Show"
Sound"

Dane Kohler

Jason Miller

Erin Hamabata & Brian
Valdez

John Kamrath
Naomi Baker

Chris Henderson &
Laura Christianson

News & Information
Dan Lenaghan & Emily
Young

Austin Fay
Nasira Bec k

Jennifer Saunders

Jared Wagner

Jared Smith

Wes Kretzschmar

Courtney Pfahl

The Pulse
Karl Hoffman &
Brendan Haigh

Blaire Notrica "My
Blaire Lady"

Josh Hiltunen

Jon Oldenburg

Jay Brock
Robert Gale

11 p.m.
Zach Crofton

Christina Tamiesie

Midnight

Robert Farrington &
Evan Howe

Seth Niesen

Nick Halsey
Lucas Kresser

Harlan Smith
John Hines

1 a.m.
Greg Moore

DJ ZARVOXX

Arlen Pringle & Wyatt
Lewin

2 a.m.

DJ ZARVOXX
DJ ZARVOXX

Request Line: 879-3267 • Web site: kups.ups.edu

KELL'S
KITCOIEN

ACCIDENTS HAPPEN

Redefine your world!
Discover the world of Peace Corps through the
eyes of former volunteers as they share slides and
stories from their service overseas.

Friday
The Supersuckers
Redneck Girlfriend
bollarstore Cowboys
$7/21+/9pm

Eyes of Autumn
Time To Fly
Emery
Chasing Tomorrow
5pm/All Ages/$7

DJ ZARVOXX

• As always, the KUPS schedule is subject to change. Check the KUPS Web site for updates.

382.9 6+h Ave.
759-6003

Saturday
TWO SHOWS!
The Whip
Argonaut
Harkonen
9:30pm/21+

DJ ZARVOXX

Peace Corps has hundreds of assignments available
as soon as early spring. Join us to learn more!

Tuesday, February 18
UPS Spring Career Fair
11:00am to 2:00 pm
Wheelock Student Center
University of Puget Sound
If you've had unprotected sex
don't wait for a period
that may never come
Emergency Contraception can prevent
pregnancy up to 72 hours after sex

it3 Planned Parenthood®
"— 1-800-230-PLAN
www.ppww.org

Information Meeting
6:00 to 8:00 pm
Tacoma Public Library
1102 Tacoma Avenue S
Tacoma

www.peacecorps.gov
(800) 424-8580, Option 1
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Etiquette of the past and present

Billy's lZwan song

Here's a reason to think twice next time you
cover your mouth during a yawn: such a motion
was originally intended to serve the dual purpose
By Esther Morgan-Ellis
of preventing the devil from stealing your soul
A&E Writer
and keeping flies out of your mouth!
The word "etiquette" itself was derived from
Etiquette (n): the customary code of polite
the French word for placard, for in the 1600s, King
behavior in society or among members of a partic- Louis XIV devised and posted a list of rules that all
ular profession or group (The Oxford American members of the French royal courts were expected
College Dictionary).
to adhere to strictly.
This is a broad definition, to be sure, and hardIt's easy to get into trouble when dealing with a
ly does justice to a term that has played such a
culture completely foreign to your own.
major role in the development of every society in
As business travel and interaction between culthe world.
tures in the global marketplace becomes increasThe first so-called "book
ingly common, being thoroughly
of manners" was written in
informed about the proper eti2400 BCE by the Egyptian
quette of the society with which
sage Ptah-hotep, who
you are dealing has become an
encouraged his fellow citiabsolute necessity.
zens to act with humility,
Of course, one of the most
justice and honesty.
important and highly valued
As is written on the
forms of etiquette prevalent in
papyrus scroll attributed to
contemporary society is that of
this ancient intellectual, "If
the men's bathroom.
you have, as leader, to
Everyone, regardless of gendecide on the conduct of a
der, knows this. If you feel left
great number of men, seek
out of the loop where the etithe most perfect
quette of the urinal is concerned,
manner of doing so that
check out the International
Will
McLain/ASUPS
Photo
Services
your own conduct may be
Center for Bathroom Etiquette at
without reproach."
www.icbe.org.
hi ancient Greece and Rome, for example, it
A great opportunity for the serious student to
was proper for the guests at a banquet to adorn
learn more about proper behavior in business cirthemselves with wreaths of flowers and greenery,
cles is coming up right here on campus. Career
compelled by the belief that doing so would preand Employment Services (Howarth 101) is hostvent drunkenness.
ing an Etiquette Dinner from 5 to 8:30 p.m. on Feb.
Manners as we are familiar with them today,
13 The cost is $14, also payable with points.
however, were born amidst the feudal society of
"It's a fun way to refresh your memory of those
the Middle Ages. Some of the rules of etiquette
things Mom and perhaps Dad once taught you," a
evolved from the concept of courtesy, but most
staff members at CES said. "Most of us have expehad a more practical aim.
rienced the discomfort of being in situations
Most people know that shaking hands was
where we are not exactly sure how to act.
originally practiced with the intention of demon"The etiquette dinner is not about teaching you
strating the absence of weaponry, but did you
how to act in every situation but it may help you
know that the salute was derived from the moveto build some confidence as you learn to move
ment made by a knight to lift the visor of his helgracefully through professional interactions. Good
met?
manners are important in the workplace, just as
Similarly, a toast was carried out to prove that
they are anywhere."
no one at the table had poisoned any of the other
Sophomore Esther Morgan-Ellis always has good
guests, for the contents of each goblet would slosh
manners at the dining table.
into those held by the other men on impact.

By Ryan J. Payton
A&E Writer

Conduct codes evolve overtime

t

A&E 11
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For even those who even remotely pay heed to American pop
culture, the odd title "Smashing Pumpkins" should recall one of
the most successful rock bands of the past decade. After the
Pumpkiris' demise in 2000, former Pumpkin front man Billy
Corgan is back with a new band, with a new name that is even
more head-scratching: Zwan.
The band's name sounds like a bipolar combination of a peaceful swan and sonic fuzz, and its band members come from completely opposite realms of rock music.
Corgan, drummer Jimmy Chamberlain of Smashing Pumpkins
fame and bassist Paz Lenchantino of A Perfect Circle represent
multi-platinum, mainstream rock. On the other end stand David
Pajo of Tortoise and Matt Sweeney of Chavez, heroes from deep in
the rock underground.
The group's debut album, Marti Star of the Sea, hardly reflects
Zwan's diverse talent. Corgan and Chamberlain rein in this kaleidoscope of roaring guitars, jazzy drums and bright colors. But
that's not necessarily a bad thing.
[he album's opener, "Lyric," wastes no time in gripping the listener. Rolling guitars quickly escalate to Corgan's assured introduction of his new band, singing "A lyric, a time, a crusade, a line/
One minute, a friend, a road without end."
Mary Star of the Sea traverses landscapes of sunshine in "El Sol,"
God in "Declaration of Faith" and coming of age in "Settle Down."
Zwan's musicality and lyrical themes remain consistent for most of
the 60-minute album but hit a speed bump midway through with
Of a Broken Heart" This acoustic, cello-laden confession is sorrowful and touching by itself, but it feels empty and out of place in
Mary's exciting and spiritual world.
Corgan remains surprisingly jubilant and inviting throughout
the album, returning to talk of roads and journeys in the stellar
final track, "Come With Me." Accompanied by a harmonica and
Chamberlain's jumpy beat, it's hard to resist his sincerity.
Unfortunately, the lead singer's unmistakable whine and the
barrage of multi-layered guitars make Zwan sound more like the
Smashing Pumpkins' rebirth than a collective rock collaboration.
As solid as Mary Star of the Sea plays Out, one has to wonder if a
more democratic recording session would have yielded a more progressive sound, considering Sweeney and Pajo's background in
experimental rock.
But maybe Corgan's right. Just as he argues in "Baby Let's
Rock!," "You can kick, you can cry, you can fuss/ But let's rock,"
we should ignore Zwan's already complicated history and join this
rock exodus of fragile rainbows and guitar bliss. B+
Senior Ryan J. Payton is a FLIA Japanese major. He's The Trail's resident Video game wiz, with over three years experience under his belt,

Getting away with murder is easy: Flash a little leg, razzle-dazzle
By Asia Wright

A&E Co-Editor

F

ishnets, sex and murder.
"Chicago" has it ... and all that
jazz. All the elements of a box
office smash hit.
Welcome to the world of Velma Kelly
(Catherine Zeta-Jones) and Rorie Hart
(Renee Zellweger), where the gin is cold
and the piano hot.
Zeta-Jones and Zellweger play two
hookers who find themselves on murderess row after killing the men that "done
them wrong." Although they are in the big
house, all is not lost in their hopes of making the big time. Bad publicity is good publicity in a city where sensational stories
and murder are entertainment. If you can't
be famous, be infamous. Both man-killers
compete for headlines and the lawyerclient privileges of smooth-talking Billy
Flynn (Richard Gere). The only problem
for the two vixens is that there's only room
for one legend in the Windy City.
Musicals are back in style, especially
after the success of "Moulin Rouge."
However, "Chicago" is not like any musi-

cal seen before. Unlike in some musicals,
characters do not burst into song for no
reason, which can distract from script and
action. The placement of John Kander and
Fred Ebb's songs and dance numbers flow
smoothly and seamlessly with Bill
Condon's ("Gods and Monsters") screenplay. Director Rob Marshall achieves a
near-flawless meld of fantasy and reality.
The dialogue is as sharp as a knife. Witty
one-liners evoke gasps, chuckles and
blushes, sometimes all at the same time.
The soundtrack is not awkward or silly but
takes the role of a supporting cast member
by emphasizing and moving the plot
along.
The musical may be full of showbiz
tricks and razzle-dazzle, but the real dazzling effect is that Gere, Zeta-Jones and
Zellweger do not use voice or body doubles in the film. What you see and hear on
the screen are the actors doing their own
footwork and singing with their own voices. The performances of all three actors,
especially Zellweger, are so remarkable
that it's hard to believe that they are movie
stars and not Broadway legends.
Not everyone after watching "Chicago"

ELAINE BROWN
Renowned Civil Rights
Activist and Fortner Black
Panther Leader

3
Student
Discount
6th & Aldei, next to Subway

New Age Racism
Tuesday, Feb. 18th
8PM Kilworth Chapel

off-campus members ,S3

may dance down the aisle and out of the
theater or even succumb to the urge of tapping a foot during the movie, but the film
is guaranteed to expand the shower song
repertoire. Never before has murder been
so fun_ A

Junior Asia Wright likes smooth-talking
Richard Gere look-al:Ices, fishnets and crew.

Miramax

JAIL BIRDS — (left) Catherine Zeta-Jones brings down the house as murderess Velma

Kelly. (right) Roxy Hart (Rem& Zellweger) and Billy Flynn (Richard Gere) prepare for
trial.

AN EXEC-U-CUT &
TANNING SALON
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Exec-UCut
3011 6th

cedar st.

3011 6th Ave.
Best Traircuts
At Best Price$
In limn
25 Years Exyerience
Cali-Ants. 572-5488

alder

U.P.S.
union St.

Stunnter Camp Jobs
work vitt kids ages 6-17
at Camp Sealth on Vashon island.

Great 104 counselors, specialists,
lifeguards & many morel
Arc
Campus interviews
April 9
Get Iwo into it appti
at. Howarth HAN Room 1
$79 1290., Or contact
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UPS continues Black History Month tradition
By Natalie Jones

Features Writer
As UPS celebrates Black
History Month, it's hard to imagine a time when February did not
bring exceptional speakers and
entertainment to campus. In the
midst of the Harlem Renaissance
(1922-1929), the month originally
began as "Negro History Week,"
initiated in 1926 by Carter
Goodwin Woodson.
Today, the original week is
now a month in which America
celebrates the contributions of
black Americans.
An African American scholar
and graduate of Harvard,
Woodson recognized the lack of
black representation'in American
history, even though blacks had
been a part of the nation's economic development, wars and
population since colonial times.
He called for recognition of
blacks outside of prevailing
stereotypes of African Americans.
At UPS, articles from The Trail
archives reveal how past Black
History Month speakers have

reflected crucial moments in our
nation's history and have
inspired change in the University
curriculum.
In February 1968, UPS hosted
the Watts Writer's Workshop.
Four black writers shared their
works and expressed the need for
a "black mythology" to "give
something for their people to
identify with."
Echoing the words of
Malcolm X, the writers advocated
change "by any means necessary" The performers highlighted the radical side of the Civil
Rights Movement. Only a month
later, Martin Luther King Jr. was
assassinated. Future speakers at
UPS would reveal that neither his
dream nor the movement was
lost.
The following year, in 1969, a
speaker's experiences inspired
students to push for a change in
the UPS degree system.
Fannie Lou Hamer spoke
about her life as the grandchild of
a slave.
She recounted picking two to
three hundred pounds of cotton a

day as a young girl in
Mississippi.
She described her attempt to
vote in 1962, when she was
required to read a section of the
Constitution to prove her literacy.
While returning from the
attempt, the white driver of the
car she was in was fined for driving a black person.
"I don't understand why colleges around the country refuse
to let black men learn about the
contributions of black people,"
Hamer said.
After Hamer's visit, UPS students began pushing then-president Franklin Thompson to hire
more black professors and build a
black studies program on campus. In 1970, an "Urban degree"
emerged as a new opportunity
for students at UPS to learn about
African American history and
experiences.
The speakers that the Black
Student Union, ASUPS Lectures
and other groups have brought to
campus have also changed and
affected our campus. How has
Black History Month changed?

NO, WI WOW
reads a Bl Power Button. And
Students et UPS a rnlord •most un imovsly at lost week's
they refuse to fight in Vietnam, As one student
d my S years et McNeil fight
VALUE OF TRADITION — This picture was accompanied by an arti-

cle entitled "Black power at UPS 'on the move. – In The Trail Issue 18,
March 22, 1968.
The month has become big business.
"Sometimes my voicemail
actually has gotten jammed to
overfill with sellers," Serni
Solidarios, director of Student
Programs, said.
The speakers and events for

this Black History Month come to
the campus at a very different
time, but the object remains the
same: to celebrate the contributions of African Americans to
American society.

To respond to Natalie Jones'
article e-mail trailfeatures@ups.edu.

A new group of women demonstrates vagina pride
By Amanda Ohm

Features Writer
In an upper room of Jones Hall, 13 young women stand
in a circle, laughing as they attempt to learn a clapping
game designed to help them work together. They may not
look like activists, but they are rehearsing for a cause
meant to change worldwide perceptions of women's sexuality: The Vagina Monologues.
The monologues, written by Eve Ensler, began as interviews with women around the world and have grown into
an international phenomenon.
"It's not necessarily about your vagina; that's just the
title that's been put on it," senior Lisa Confehr, co-director
of the Vagina Monologues at UPS, said. "There are a variety of different monologues that portray a variety of different women's stories, and these are all true stories about
all experiences that women have had."
The monolOgues deal mainly with women learning to
love their bodies, but also act as a way to spread the word
about violence against women. The goal of the monologues is not simply to show that violence happens, but to
try to put a stop to it.
"Part of the show is that you hope that those women
that are either in those (abusive) situations or have been in
those situations will come see the show, and see that there
are women across the world who are willing to speak out
and do something about it," cast member Rebecca Lynch,
a freshman, said.
With so much of their focus on women's issues, the
monologues have been the source of some controversy.
"The social activism creates controversy, and this show
is social activism," Confehr said. "Any show or any opinion that gets put out there is going to create controversy,
thus having a negative reaction, but I don't think that that
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Not Ready for the LSAT.
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist.
Fourteen years and 3000 students later, I
don't think anyone knows more about this
test, or how to teach it, than I do. That's
why I still teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help sessions
and five mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
I can answer any LSAT question — let
me prove it. Call now for a free seminar:
524-4915

The Steven K1 in Company

should limit people from putting it out there."
Some argue that attention should be focused on gender
issues as a whole.
"It has that shock value," freshman. bigail Allen said.
Allen, who has seen the monologues before, added, "I
think it is important to have on college campuses, but at
times people take it to extremes, presenting it as if it's all
about women's liberation, and I think more of it should be
dealt with as something that educates men and women,
and not just some kind of feminist movement."
The idea that the monologues are merely a feminist
movement can be a deterrent for many people who aren't
sure they want to see the performance.
"I think the negative feedback that I've gotten (is from)
some people who are mainly too closed-minded to even
go see the show," freshman cast member Whitney
Mackman said. "They think it's like a vagina cult or a
femi-nazi kind of thing, and it's not. It's about giving people a voice and making people feel that they're not alone."
The title alone makes some people uncomfortable,
regardless of gender.
"I'm sort of interested in going," freshman Roy Lin
said. "I've heard people talk about it and say it's really
funny.
The title sort of makes me uncomfortable, but then it's
trying to get attention, and it has succeeded."
Freshman Tim Strauhal added to the idea that the title
is enough to cause discomfort.
"I think when people hear the name, they sometimes
tense up. It's uncomfortable for them, especially guys,"
Strauhal said. "I don't know if they're willing to open
their minds to seeing how women think."
Strauhal, however, represents a proactive group of men
on campus who are interested in the ideas behind the
Vagina Monologues.
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"It's a really good work and I was disappointed
because I wanted to try out, but they don't allow men to
act in it," Strauhal said. "That kind of made me wonder,
but I still appreciate it."
Women, too, are sometimes uncomfortable with the
issues the monologues bring up.
"I think there are also a lot of pieces that make older
women uncomfortable," sophomore and co-director Cara
Christensen said. "That generation was taught to be
uncomfortable with their vaginas, and we're hoping to get
them at the show."
In the end, the controversy surrounding the monologues has only seemed to increase their popularity
worldwide. Given all the controversy, it can be understandably difficult for those unfamiliar with the work to
know what to think.
"Come to the show to create your own opinion," said
Confehr. "I would say one of the hardest things for me is
when somebody says that they don't like something and
they haven't experienced it."
Even if you've seen the monologues before, you may
want to have another look. According to cast members,
the monologues are a bit different every year.
"I think that as time continues, the monologues and the
purpose continues to change as well, and I think this year
our biggest goal is to make them as new and fresh and
exciting as possible," Confehr said. "I think that's one of
the biggest reasons we've tried to have as much male
influence and interaction with the pieces as possible."
Tickets are available at the Information Center and are
$4 for students and $7 for the general public.
Performances will be at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 13 and 14 and 6 p.m.
on Feb.15 in Kilworth Chapel.
To respond to Amanda Ohm's article e-mail
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'Don't worry, I'm a WFR'
By Casey Dillon

Features Writer
At 8 a.m. Saturday morning on Jan. 11,
25 people walked into the chilly Kilworth
Chapel basement and began an intensive
eight-day course known as the Wilderness
First Responder (WFR) program. Eighteen
were UPS students who had given up over
a week of break to be there, one was a
woman who had biked for two hours from
her home on Vashon Island and six others
had commuted from Seattle and Olympia.
UPS junior Lauren Brown was there
because she hoped that having WFR certification would help her achieve her future
career goals of being a leader in an organization like Outward Bound.
"I'm thinking about outdoor leadership
as a career, or something to do after college," Brown said.
Sophomore and Outdoors Program trip
leader Ben Lee was there because he
thought the training would help him be a
better leader, and because he plays in the
backcountry and wanted to be better prepared in case something went wrong.
"I took the course because I'd heard a
lot of good things about it and because I
led trips. Its good knowledge to have; if
something happens you know what to
do," Lee said.
During the 90-hour course, students
learned how to deal with trauma, environmental and medical situations as well as
how to improvise splints and stretchers,
clear spines, reset broken and dislocated
bones and put together a practical, comprehensive first aid kit. They were also
CPR certified.
Students practiced their newly learned
skills hands-on. They carried each other
through obstacle courses in stretchers they
constructed out of backpacks, ski poles,
sleeping bags, climbing ropes and other
such gear they would likely have with
them in the backcountry. They cleaned out
wounds the instructors had cut in dead
pigs' legs and stuffed with dirt. Students
also went through many scenarios and
simulations in which their peers pretended
to be hurt or sick in some way and they
had to figure out what was wrong with
them and treat them.
These were intense; victims often were
dripping with fake blood, coughing,
screaming, semiconscious, hysterical or
spitting up granola to simulate vomit.
Additionally, the victims would pretend to
lose consciousness and die if not treated
correctly.
"The scenarios and video simulations
were what made the WFR so cool," senior
Eric Fox said.
The reality of the simulations put pressure and stress on students, but it prepared
, them for times when they might be called
to make use of their training.
"Messing up is really tough because
everybody knows it. Yet it teaches you
never to make that mistake again," fresh-

'

Aaron McDonald

A RELAXING AFTERNOON AT POINT DEFIANCE — UPS students participating in the Wilderness First Responder class practice

real-life simulations Jan. 11 on the Sound. Eighteen Loggers returned to Tacoma early from winter break to learn the ins and outs of wilderness safety
man Sara Gollhofer said. "I think the intensity of the course prepared us for a real-life
situation."
The skills students were taught during
the WFR course are in accordance with
backcountry protocol. These apply anywhere over an hour away from a hospital.
They are based on the idea that the patient
will not be able to access professional medical care in the near future.Because of this,
WFRs have certain liberties that other people with medical training, such as EMTs,
don't. For instance, EMTs are not allowed
to clear someone's spine, the process of
ensuring a patient received no trauma to
their spine and is safe to move about. A
WFR can.
According to the students, their instructors, Abigail Polsby and Julie Munger,
were one of the highlights of the class.
"I have nothing but good things to say
about our instructors," Gollhofer said.
"They were enthusiastic, approachable
and explained things in terms everyone
understood."
Although the instructors have extensive wilderness experience, the facts that
they are not doctors and that the protocols
between backcountry and frontcountry are
so different can cause some students to
question the techniques they are being
taught. Seeing techniques similar to those
he learned in WFR used by medical professionals has given Fox, who is EMT certified, greater trust in his training.
"I saw a doctor do a similar spine clear-

ing procedure during my EMT clinical
rotation," Fox said. "It was nice to see that
(what we learned in WFR training) had a
basis in current medical practice. It added
legitimacy to the whole program."
After taking WFR, many participants
have a greater respect for the harm that can
befall them in the playground of the great
outdoors and a greater appreciation for
medical training.
"I went out before without any training,
and it's scary because anything can happen out there, really, and you wouldn't
know what to do," Lee said.
The Outdoors Program at UPS encourages these sentiments, hoping they will
help foster a more responsible and educated outdoor community on campus. Of
course, it also hopes that WFRs will lead
trips.
"One of the intentional byproducts of
having the WFR class here is to build a
community of outdoor leaders on campus," Outdoor Programs Coordinator
Justin Canny said.
In order to encourage members of the
UPS community to take the WFR class
Outdoor Programs offers a subsidy to UPS
students who take it. If a WFR leads
between three and five trips a year, at the
end of each school year he or she will
receive $50 per semester.
"We don't require that anyone have the
WFR, but it's recommended to get training
if they want to continue leading trips,"
Canny said.

The WFR is an extremely comprehensive course and is generally intended for
people considering outdoor leadership
careers or who spend extended periods of
time in the backcountry. Considering that a
small portion of UPS students fall into this
category, one might think it inappropriate
that the WFR is 'he primary training
offered by Outdoor Programs.
Canny understands that some of the
students who participate in his programs
will only be leading one or two short trips
and, coincidently, may not be willing to
give up the time and money the WFR
requires, but want to be better prepared
just the same.
He is considering bringing Wilderness
First Aid (WFA), a 16-to 24- hour class, to
UPS next spring to cater to this demographic.
"Probably next spring, given time to
figure out creative financing, WFA will be
offered," Canny said.
If the WFA comes, Canny and others
hope it will be as well remembered as the
WFR.
"I had an amazing time. WFR was totally worth the money and commitment,"
Gollopher said. "I had a lot of fun. It was a
great way to spend the end of break and
get back into the college groove."
WFR is already planned for next year. It
will be Jan. 10-18 and will likely be with
the same company and instructors.

Casey Dillon was recently WFR certified and
knows exactly how to clear your spine.

Students vie for coveted R.A. positions
Dozens of students apply in search of
free housing and other perks
By Kyle Eidsness

Features Writer
Although second semester has just started and many
students are still trying to get in a groove for this year, others have been busy filling out applications for a job they
hope to hold next year. Resident Assistants, or R.A.s,
should be familiar to anyone who has lived in a dorm at
Puget Sound.
What would make an upperclassman want to live on a
floor full of freshmen? First of all, R.A.s get free room and
board and a room to themselves, incentives good enough
to make many people apply. In addition, they are in a leadership position and get to plan events and activities for the
residents of their floors and buildings.

"I want to be an R.A. because I want to be able to help
next year's freshmen get used to life at school," freshman
Kimron Thomas said.
Thomas, who is a member of the RHA for
Todd/Phibbs, said the application, which was due Jan. 31,
had questions about leadership and activities on campus
designed to pick students that would be the best fit to live
on and provide leadership to a floor of freshmen.
"Obviously, not just anyone is going to be able to have
control and lead an entire floor," Thomas said. "The application is necessary to make sure the candidates that are
most qualified are selected."
While being an R.A. may interest people at first, students should be aware that it is a lot of time and work and
that you must behave in a certain manner.
"Being an R.A. is a lot more work than people think,"
RHA member John Callhoun, a freshman, said. "You have
to realize that you're going to be a leader to the freshmen
on the floor and you have to act in certain ways around

them, and I just didn't want to deal with all that next year.
It's not really something you can start doing and then
decide to quit part of the way into the year."
Despite the work involved, being an R.A. is still a job
that appeals to many students.
Across campus there are about 32 R.A. positions, and
each year Student Development receives more applications than there are spots.
The best bet for someone wanting to be an R.A. is to
join the Resident Hall Association at the beginning of the
year, because they work hand in hand with the R.A.s in the
dorms to make the year fun and safe.
"The best thing I did was join the RHA for the hall
because it gave me practice working with people and
doing things for the entire dorm," Thomas said.
"I think it will really help me next year if I get selected
to be an R.A."

To respond to Kyle Eidsness' article please e-mail
trailfeatures@ups.edu.
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Logger follows proven path to stardom
The tried-and-true method of hard work and determination
has been the key to Glynn's rise from sixth-man to veteran
starter

By John Dugan

work, rather than individual achievement.
"I love the relationships that develop
with these guys on the court. There's a lot
Many students here at UPS have of trust between us," Glynn said.
undoubtedly witnessed the beauty of
Everyone involved agrees that the
Junior -Matt Glynn's three-point stroke. biggest change in Glynn over the years has
The soft hands, the quick release, the kick been his leadership qualities. As one of the
of his feet as he rises to drop another trey older players on a young Logger squad
— all of it is well known to the Logger this year, Glynn has had to revamp his
community Most people would call it a quiet, lead-by-example demeanor.
natural motion, something ingrained into
"I want him to be more vocal on the
the genes since before birth. Most would court, and every day he's getting better
think Glynn was born to play basketball, and better," Bridgeland said.
based on the look of his sweet 20-footers.
"I know I've got to be more of a leader
Few people would guess that until he on this team," Glynn said. "My confidence
arrived here at UPS last year, he had only has really improved the last few years. I
attempted one three-pointer ever. That he have to trust my work ethic to take over."
was a sixth man in high school, coming off In fact, work ethic was what Bridgeland
the bench and never scoring more than noticed first about Glynn, when the coach
eight points per game. That his coach says recruited him to play at UC-Santa Cruz in
his one flaw is that he works too hard, that 2000. Their relationship prompted Glynn
he should trust his own abilities more. to transfer here once Bridgeland informed
No, one look at Glynn's smooth jumper him he was taking the head coaching job.
and people can only think of one thing: "I was going to go wherever coach went,"
beautiful.
Glynn said. "He's been the most influential
"I'm shooting a lot better, but I still need person in my life these past few years."
to improve," Glynn said. "I'll do whatever
"He's our clutch player, whether he
it takes to win, and a lot of times that likes it or not," says Bridgeland. Look no
means scoring and shooting a lot."
further than last weekend's games for eviCoach Eric Bridgeland said Glynn's dence of this. Despite losing both games,
shot has become deadly as a by-product of the Loggers put the ball into Glynn's
his advancements in other areas. hands and nearly defeated Willamette and
"He's become much more aggressive in Lewis & Clark, two of the NWC's top
the past couple of years, and he's still teams. "Whatever we need done, he can
growing in all senses," Bridgeland said. do it for us," Bridgeland said.
In addition to leading the team in scor"I love (being the clutch player)," Glynn
ing at nearly 16 points per game this sea- said. "I know there's a lot of responsibility
son, Glynn is shooting over 40 percent with that, but I have to trust myself to take
from beyond the arc. the big shots."
"He's an incredibly balanced player,"
Bridgeland can't overstress how imporBridgeland said. "He's not just a scorer; tant Glynn's toughness and desire is to the
he's a great passer and leader. Other teams young team.
have to respect that."
"Nobody has his work ethic,"
This season; teams have started to Bridgeland said. "He's everything to this
respect every facet of Glynn's game. While team, and he's the toughest guy on the
his scoring average has dropped from 22 court. He's a leader, and he gets respect
points per game last year to 16 this year, he from all the young guys on our team.
has increased his production in other We've got a great group of players, but if
important categories this season. we're going to win a league title in the next
Despite his lack of God-given basket- two years, Matt is going to take us there."
ball talent, Glynn says he was always •S ports Writer John Dugan has not been able
drawn to the game's reliance on teamto run past people ... even

Sports Writer
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OH SO SWEET — Guard Matt Glynn, a junior, has proven himself to be one of the best

shooters in the NWC. Through countless hours of hard work, Glynn, who only attempted
one three-pointer in high school, turned a weakness into a strength and a work of art This
season Glynn has seen his importance and performance increase, even if his scoring average
hasn't.

Men fall at home and in NWC standings
By Logan Dancey

Assistant Sports Editor
The UPS men's basketball team suffered a gut-wrenching home loss Jan. 31 when Willamette point guard Ryan
Hepp, a senior, bounced in a turnaround jumper.
Puget Sound ultimately lost both home games over the
weekend, 58-61 to the Willamette Bearcats and 72-81 to the
Lewis & Clark Pioneers. The two losses dropped the
Loggers (9-10, 4-6 Northwest Conference) into a tie with
Pacific Lutheran for sixth in the conference.
In the first game of the weekend, Willamette (13-4, 7-2)
came out firing and UPS started off cold. The Bearcats
rushed out to a 20-3 lead to start the first half. Normally,
the Loggers do not have trouble starting the game.
"We usually come out with a lot of fire," head coach
Eric Bridgeland said. "We just didn't shoot it and we were
just out of sync offensively"
After the slow start, the Loggers regained their focus
and made a strong push. Behind the defense of junior
Mario Mendoza and freshman Vincent Buehler, Puget
Sound put together a run` of their own and outscored the
Bearcats 19-6 to end the half. The Loggers entered the locker room down only four "points, 26-22.
In the second half, guard Matt Glynn, a junior, came
out firing. His hot shooting pulled the Loggers into a 27-26
lead early in the second half. The Loggers gained their
biggest lead, seven points, with just over 13 minutes left,
but Willamette fought back. Both teams kept relatively
even for the remainder of the game.
Late in the game, with the score tied at 58, Puget Sound
appeared to take the lead on a three-pointer, but the shot
was waived because of a three-second call. That's when
Hepp took over for the Bearcats and hit a turnaround
jumper that put Willamette up 60-58. The Loggers then
called a timeout they didn't have and were assessed a
technical foul. After Willamette hit one of two free throws,
a last-second three by Mendoza fell short.
The loss was the Loggers' first of the year at home, but
Bridgeland focused on the team's success in mounting a

comeback. "To be able to
climb back against that
quality of an opponent is
really a positive," he said.
Glynn led the Loggers
with 20 points, and guard
Chase Curtiss, a freshman,
made up for a poor shooting night with 12 rebounds.
Marques Johnson dominated inside for the Bearcats
with 21 points and 10
rebounds.
UPS did not have time to
mourn the last second loss
with the Lewis & Clark
Pioneers (12-7, 7-3) headed
into town on Feb. 1. Lewis
& Clark is consistently one
of the best teams in the
Northwest Conference.
Hannah Seebeach/ASUPS Photo Services
The Pioneers showed why
ON THE MOVE — Logger guard Jermaine Perrien, a senior, maneuvers around the screen
they remain so tough as
of a Willamette forward while trying to keep up with another Bearcat, Ryan Hepp. UPS fell
they pounded the Loggers
inside behind a stellar game to Willamette on a last-second three-pointer after the Loggers overcame a slow start and a
20-3 deficit to pull within four points at the end of the first half.
from their dominant post,
Colin Oriard, who finished
hand, while Scarlett may miss the rest of the season due to
the game with 33 points and 13 rebounds.
Overall, the Loggers played well but not enough to nerve damage in his neck.
The Loggers miss the leadership and outside shooting
overcome the inside game of Lewis and Clark. "I felt it was
of Scarlett, and Williams' absence leaves UPS without its
one of our best games from start to finish all year."
best athlete.
Bridgeland said.
"A.J. physically was our best player," Bridgeland said.
The game remained dose throughout but Lewis and
Clark pulled out the win 81-72. Sophomore Aubrey "He's just an incredible athlete."
This week, the team will be on the road against
Shelton led UPS in scoring with 21 points, and freshman
Zach McVey added 15 and 10 rebounds. The loss dropped Whitman and Whitworth. The Loggers are hoping to
move out of sixth place with two wins.
the Loggers to 7-2 at home this season.
Assistant Editor Logan Dancey's athleticism, unlike A.J.
Puget Sound continues to play without two of their
Williams', has gone unnoticed by coaches, and pretty much
best players, junior A.J. Williams and senior Matt Scarlett.
anyone else for that matter.
Williams is expected to return next week from a broken
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DOA: amateurism in American high school sports
By Doug Sprague

Sports Editor
18!
He's 18 years old!
Have we forgotten this?
Seriously, what the hell is so wrong
with our country that we can expect a high
school senior to gratefully accept being
exploited by his school, his state athletic
commission, Nike, Adidas and the media?
How can we expect any teenager to turn
down a gift of two authentic jerseys,
whether he knew it was wrong or not,
when his school is getting paid as much as
$30,000 a game to showcase him to the
masses?
The Ohio State High School Athletic
Association, the organization that is supposedly entrusted with preventing the
exploitation of its student athletes and
with keeping high school sports truly amateur, originally suspended LeBron James
for the rest of the season because he accepted two jerseys from a sports clothing store.
On appeal, James got the suspension
reduced to two games, but this does not
erase the actions of OHSAA and others
around James.
James has been on the cover of both
Sports Illustrated and ESPN The Magazine
in the past year.
He has been touted as the consensus
number one pick in the upcoming NBA
draft since he was a high school junior.
He has played games this season in college arenas such as UCLA's Pauley
Pavilion, North Carolina's Smith Center
and The Palestra in Philadelphia.

up
and
in
Two of these games have been broadcast to millions of viewers worldwide on
ESPN2.
His team, the St. Vmcent-St. Mary Irish,
is playing its home games this season at
nearby Akron University so it can sell more
tickets and broadcast the games on PayPer-View. This could net the school and
OHSAA as much as three or four hundred
thousand dollars.
Adidas has made a one-time donation
of over $15,000 of apparel and travel
expenses to the Irish this season.
The jerseys cost $845.
Does anybody else see the hypocrisy in
this?
It is supposedly acceptable for the
OHSAA and St. Vincent-St. Mary's to earn
hundreds of thousands of dollars because
of James, but it is a nearly damnable
offense for James to benefit in any way
simply because he is LeBron James.
"I think this sends a message that we
are all about fairness," OHSAA commissioner Clair Muscaro said in an interview
with ESPN.com. "LeBron is being treated
like any one of the thousands of studentathletes in Ohio."
She went on to say, "Naturally, LeBron
is talented and he's noted nationally and
internationally, but as far as this association is concerned, we will treat him the

same as all our other athletes."
Right, and I'm the tooth fairy,
Tacoma is the most glamorous
city in the world and administration is lowering tuition next year.
Muscaro and her cronies
penalized not only James, but his
entire team because of one youthful indiscretion. (Honestly, what
teenager put in this situation
would have turned down the jerseys? I know I wouldn't have.) I
understand that OHSAA had to
act quickly and decisively to show
that this type of action is not
acceptable, but they should not
have fed the beast that the media
has created.
Instead, OHSAA and St.
Vincent-St. Mary's decided to
turn the teenager into a cash cow.
I'm not saying that James' actions
were acceptable; they were not
espn.com
and they should not be condoned.
UNFAIR ADVANTAGE — LeBron James' (23)
I am saying that it is even more
opponents stand a better chance of stopping him than
wrong for the people who are the world that packages and sells the 18-year old like
supposedly in charge of protect- prepackaged lunch meat.
ing, nurturing and supporting
James to exploit him for all that he is worth needs to learn, but everybody around him.
and then act like it is his fault for succumb- High school is the last chance for teenagers
ing one time to the pressures of superstarto enjoy being kids. We don't need more
dom.
money-grubbing lowlifes treating them
James's coach, Dru Joyce, summed the like pieces of meat. They'll get enough of
situation up best by saying, "When you that if they move on to college.
make decisions in life there are conseSo please, folks, let's just remember, HE
quences to those decisions, and you have IS 18!
to accept responsibility for the decisions
Sports Editor Doug Sprague is willing to
you make."
exchange his remaining college eligibility not
This is a lesson that not only James
to be known henceforth as the tooth fairy.

Three dollars can't buy the world, or a view
By Logan Dancey

Assistant Sports Editor
Three dollars may not sound like
a lot of money, but it can wield a lot
of power. Okay, so you can't buy a
McDonald's value meal for $3 anymore, but you can gain admittance to
a Division III men's basketball game. As I've learned
recently, admittance to a D-III game can cause quite a disturbance if the correct fans are present. If you decided to
spend $3 (or 1/10,000th of your tuition payment, however
you wish to look at it) to watch the UPS men's basketball
game at Pacific Lutheran two weeks ago, you may have
noticed several other students made the same choice.
Sadly, about 20 of the UPS students at the game decided
that their $3 should buy them more than the right to watch
the game. The aforementioned students chose to stand in
the middle of the non-PLU student bleachers and make
sure that many of the other fans could not see the game.
Officials from PLU and fellow fans asked the students to
sit because they were blocking the view of the people seated behind them. The students ultimately ignored the
requests and created an embarrassing scene that left about
10 rows directly behind the students empty.
At home games, students have the choice to sit in the
student section, and many stand throughout the entire
game. Our home crowd can be raucous, loud and ultimately quite enjoyable. The people standing and shouting
creates a nice home court advantage for the Loggers.
Men's basketball is 7-2 at home, and I feel a large part of
that is because we have such a vocal student section. The

gym is well-designed, and students
have the ability to stand throughout
not
the game without inhibiting other
amateur fans' ability to enjoy the action. The
issue I wish to raise is not that stuhour
dents should sit during home games,
but rather that when fans are on the
road they should treat other paying
customers with respect.
The first problem I had with the offenders at the PLU
game is that they were mainly blocking people who probably did not have the ability to stand for an entire basketball game. Most of the fans that requested the students to
sit, or ultimately moved because of the students, were elderly fans. Sure, the older fans may not have been knocking
on death's door, but many of them didn't appear to be able
to stand for an entire game. The students could have
shown respect for older fans by either sitting down or
moving to the sides where they would not block anyone's
view. Instead, the students chose to stand right in the middle of the bleachers and forced other fans to move to the
sides, where they could see most of the court.
Interestingly, many of these older fans probably were not
PLU supporters. We were sitting in the visitors' section,
which means many of the disgruntled fans were probably
alumni. Can you imagine the conversations this will create
between alumni and the students that work for The Link?
"Sure, I'll donate $150 this year, IF they build skyboxes for
the men's basketball games!"
The students' argument seemed to be that they had
paid $3 to get into the game and that they had every right
to stand in the middle of the bleachers. Their argument

does not seem to hold much weight. In the first place,
these seats were not assigned, so while their $3 reserved
them the right to be there, it did not reserve their right to
sit in those specific seats. If they had wanted to stand and
cheer on the Loggers, they could have done it from the
sides, where they would not have blocked anyone at all.
Also, the other fans paid their money (in the case of the
adults, a whopping $5!) and had just as much of a right to
enjoy the game as the students did. The students created
the disturbance, and they should have been the ones who
moved to a different spot.
Fans should realize that when we are on the road, many
of the people trying to enjoy the game are not students.
Memorial Fieldhouse is a great place for students to stand
and cheer on the Loggers. Road games are not as easy, but
there are spots on the sides where students can stand without obstructing the view of other paying customers. Fans
can be loud and rowdy without hindering other people's
ability to enjoy the game.
Luckily, the fans whose views were blocked didn't miss
an exciting game. UPS lost 46-49 in a game that saw PLU
out of sync in the first half and the Loggers woefully ineffective in the second half. Neither team shot the ball well,
and both the Lutes and the Loggers finished the game
with field goal percentages in the mid-30s. Overall, the
game turned out to be one of Puget Sound's worst of the
season. While the Loggers' play on the court lacked excitement, the actions of their fans lacked something even more
important: class.

Assistant Sports Editor Logan Dancey thinks paying $30,000
a year gives him the right to block any view he wants, damnit!
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Women sweep weekend, move to third in NWC
By Denise Marks
Sports Writer

Hannah Seetuch/ASUPS Photo Services

BUILDING MOMENTUM — UPS is looking strong after defeating

Willamette and Lewis & Clark last weekend 64-59 and 86-49. The
Loggers travel to play second-place Whitworth on Feb. 2 .

The women's basketball team heads into this
weekend's road games in third place in the
Northwest Conference standings after defeating
Willamette University 64-59 and Lewis & Clark 8649 last weekend.
With the weekend sweep, Puget Sound
improved to 14-5 overall and 7-3 in the NWC. This
weekend the Loggers will face some tough opponents in Whitman College (7-11, 5-5 NWC) and second-place Whitworth College (14-5, 8-2).
UPS soundly defeated Whitman 74-57 earlier this
season, but the Missionaries are coming off of two
road wins and have posted some come-from-behind
victories this year.
Whitworth edged past the Loggers 66-62 in their
previous meeting Jan. 11. UPS is prepared to avenge
that loss and remain one of the top three teams in
the conference in order to advance to the conference
tournament.
The Loggers came out strong against the
Willamette Bearcats on Jan. 31. They led by 20 with
less than two minutes to play in the first half, but
after a 9-0 Willamette run, UPS headed into halftime
with a 39-28 lead.
The Bearcats put even more pressure on the
Loggers in the second half, decreasing the deficit little by little until they took their first lead of the
game at 46-45 with 10:57 remaining.
Puget Sound forward Lindsay May, a sophomore, fouled out of the game a little over a minute
later with Willamette leading 48-45.
The Bearcats led by six, their biggest lead of the
game, with about nine minutes remaining. Then
Logger guard Allison McCurdy, a senior, hit back-

to-back three pointers to tie the game at 51 and
bring the crowd to its feet.
The lead switched back and forth with
Willamette making some superb shots and UPS
freshman Kitty Keaton and junior Angie Straw converting critical free throws.
With under a minute to go, junior Jennifer
McLuen hit a key jump shot to give the Loggers a
61-59 lead. On the opposite side of the court, Straw
was fouled after pulling down the rebound after a
Willamette failed shot attempt. Straw made one of
two from the line.
The Loggers got the ball back with eight seconds
to go. Keaton was fouled, and confidently sank
both free throws to clinch the Puget Sound victory,
64-59.
May finished with 18 points. Keaton had 16,
with McCurdy and junior forward Lucy Wilson
adding 10 each.
In the contest against Lewis and Clark on Feb. 1,
UPS once again took an early lead. Matching Lewis
& Clark's aggressive defense, the Loggers held a 3422 advantage at half time.
This time, Puget Sound refused to let their opponent back in the game. The Loggers played strong
defense, holding the Pioneers scoreless for the first
four minutes of the half and hitting an amazing 76
percent from the field in the second half.
When Lewis and Clark finally scored, UPS was
leading 41-24. The Loggers held onto their lead and
coasted to an 86-49 win.
May scored 24 points, tying her career high.
McCurdy had 18 and Wilson added 16.
May was named the NWC Player of the Week
and the Puget Sound Athlete of the Week.
Sports Writer Denise Marks was not, unfortunately,
named NWC Writer of the Week.

Logger swimmers claim both NWC championships
By Kevin Ford
Sports Writer
The Puget Sound men's and women's swimming teams
completed Northwest Conference action with impressive
wins over Lewis & Clark Jan. 31 and Whitman Feb. 1. In
defeating Whitman, both squads locked up a NWC season
title as they headed into the post-season.
On Feb. 1 at Wallace Pool, the Logger women won 10 of
11 events to score a 146-57 victory. In the 200-meter
freestyle and the 200-meter backstroke, UPS swept the top
three spots to dominate the visiting Missionaries.
Freshman Megan Williams had a strong showing, winning
the 800-meter freestyle by a cool 39 seconds.
In many of the events UPS competed within its squad
to battle for the top spot. In the 400-meter medley relay,
seniors Emily Cares, Amanda Didier, Kristina Haley and
freshman Breanna Trygg earned the top spot. They finished four seconds ahead of the fellow Logger team of junior Tammy Greasby, sophomores Michele Rennie and
Monica Mogg and freshman Britt Kunze.
Finishing first is old news for these Loggers. Puget
Sound swimming has taken control of the NWC ever since

joining it.
As has been typical all season, Amanda Didier, Michele
Rennie and Breanna Trygg led the way. All three of these
racers will compete in Atlanta, Ga. in the Division III
Nationals March 13-15. With the guarantee of national
exposure, there is little incentive for the swimmers to succeed in the NWC championships. Head Coach Chris
Myhre, however, will keep the water speedsters focused
and motivated in the conference finals.
"They will swim through this meet, but I fully expect
they will all swim fast. Expectations on my end are high,"
Myhre said.
"We have worked very hard this season, and every single swimmer should achieve lifetime bests at this meet,"
Myhre added.
Myhre is optimistic that up to four swimmers could
join the women's National squad, and he is also looking
forward to the men's national competition March 20-22,
also in Atlanta. The men have won three conference titles
and placed second three times since joining the NWC.
The men's team left no doubt who ruled the water on
Feb. 1: they were victorious in every event. The final tally
was 143-37. The victory was made sweeter by to the fact
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that Puget Sound finished second to Whitworth only a
year ago.
There were many notable finishes, but senior Brian
Cunningham and sophomore Thomas Ciesielski were outstanding. Cunningham nabbed first place in the 200-meter
breaststroke by 17 seconds. For Ciesielski, one first-place
finish wasn't enough. He took home the top spot in both
the 50-meter freestyle and 200-meter backstroke. After
strong freshman and sophomore years, Ciesielski is shaping up as one of the Loggers' most valuable swimmers.
The weekend competition was the final home dual for
Logger seniors Brian Cunningham, Eric Camacho, Emily
Cares, Amanda Didier and Kristina Haley. This group of
racers is a talented bunch and an excellent representation
of Logger athletics.
The teams have their sights set on the NWC meet as
they attempt to defend their titles Feb. 14-16 in
McMinnville, Ore. By handily winning both competitions
last weekend, the teams showed that they are peaking at
the perfect time.
Sports Writer Kevin Ford is currently looking to achieve his
lifetime best in anything, anything at all.
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Lunch Dinner • Mote Parties
Wine Tastings • Cooking Classes • Gift Certificates Available

Latin Heat: Salsa 0.1 with free dance instruction 8:30 pm $5

383-7000 for reservations
601 So. Pine, Tacoma Corner of 6th and Pine

Bring this ad in with your student ID
and get $2 off the cover charge!
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